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Abstract

Following the advance of wireless communication technologies, in future, many more
users than today will simultaneously communicate. However, in grant-based access
scheme, where each user is assigned its own wireless resource such as time slots or
frequency band, a massive number of users leads to large overhead, and consequently,
large delays would cause a serious problem. To this end, a possible solution is to use
grant-free access, based on random access, where each user autonomously transmits,
such that prior resource allocation is no longer required. Although random access
schemes achieve less overhead than grant-based access, packet collision due to the
autonomous transmission becomes the problem, resulting in degradation of throughput.

In this dissertation, focusing on frameless ALOHA, we propose novel random
access schemes that can achieve higher throughput performance than conventional
schemes. Firstly, we propose ZigZag decodable frameless ALOHA, by introducing
ZigZag decoding into frameless ALOHA. ZigZag decoding is a technique to resolve
collisions of two packets, utilizing the retransmission of collided packets. It is shown
that the combination of ZigZag decoding and frameless ALOHA achieves higher
throughput performance than the original frameless ALOHA, with some modification
in the transmission protocol. The drawback of introducing ZigZag decoding is the
increase of complexity at the base station. To this end, we focus on multiple base station
environments and propose frameless ALOHA with multiple base station cooperation,
where base stations are connected via a backhaul network and share retrieved packets
with each other. Deriving the exact packet loss rate performance of the proposed
system, we show that our proposed scheme achieves higher throughput than original
frameless ALOHA and conventional multiple base station cooperation. Finally, these
proposals are jointed, where ZigZag decoding and multiple base station cooperation are
performed together. The combinated scheme is revealed to achieve higher throughput
performance than conventional schemes, even in a practical environment where the
traffic is fluctuating and BSs cannot track the load.

Through these proposals, we address the possibility to realize wireless networks
with massive number of users.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter reviews the development of wireless communications, showing the motiva-
tion to discuss multiple access techniques. The organization of this dissertation is then
presented.

1.1 Advances in Physical Layer Techniques

Wireless communication technology is advancing daily so as to achieve higher data
rates, higher reliability, or higher connectivity. The upcoming standard for wireless
local area networks (WLANs), namely IEEE 802.11ax, realizes the transmission rate
of 1.2 Gigabits per second for each downlink spatial stream [1]. One of the underlying
mechanism is a dense constellation such as 1024 quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM). Although it is obvious that higher order modulation allows higher data rate,
robustness to internal noise degrades as the number of constellation points increases
[2].

To deal with erroneous symbols, error correcting codes have been used. A popular
class of error correcting codes is the class of Algebraic codes [3]. One of the simplest,
well-known algebraic codes is Hamming code [4]. Hamming codes use parity checks,
which can be represented by a parity check matrix. For instance, supposing that the
size of a parity check matrix is given by (k × n), where k and n denote the number of
parity checks and the length of the codeword, respectively, the parity check matrix H

of the Hamming code with (n, k) = (7, 3) is given by

H =

1 0 1 0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 1 1

 . (1.1)



2 Introduction

Let x denote the codeword vector, the dimension of which is (n × 1), so that
xT ∈ {0, 1}n, where T denotes the transposition. Then, arbitrary codeword x satisfies
following:

HxT = 0, (1.2)

where 0 corresponds to (k × 1) all-zero vector.
The Hamming code with (n, k) = (7, 3) can correct one bit flipping error. When

the codeword includes error, the product HxT has non-zero element, which is checked
against columns of H. If the error is one bit, the position of the error is same as the
position where the checked column locates. In addition to Hamming codes, Reed-
Solomon (RS) codes [5] are also popular, which is defined in Galois field. RS codes are
widely used, and the first example of its application is the compact disc system [6].

Another class of error correcting codes is the class of convolutional codes [7].
Conventional WLAN standards [8] use convolutional codes, where information bits
are sequentially encoded using a shift register so as to calculate the convolution of
the bits. Convolutional codes can be decoded by the Viterbi algorithm [9], which can
efficiently (in linear time with the codeword length) achieve the maximum likelihood
(ML) solution. Based on the convolutional code, Ungerboeck has proposed trellis
coded modulation (TCM), where codeword bits of convolutional codes are mapped into
constellation of phase shift keying (PSK) [10–12]. Forney has proposed concatenated
codes [13], where data bits are first encoded by an error correcting code, and then
further encoded by the different error correcting code. The concatenation of multiple
error correcting codes enables to achieve robustness against bursty errors, while the
decoder of convolutional codes would stack when bursty errors occur. Because of this
feature, Japanese digital terrestrial broadcasting system employs a concatenated code,
where the convolutional code is used as the inner code, and the RS code is used as the
outer code [14]. Moreover, the concatenated RS/convolutional code was used in the
communication of the Voyager 2 spacecraft [15]. Berrou et al. have then proposed turbo
codes [16] by concatenating two convolutional encoders in parallel with an interleaver.
Using iterative decoding over two decoders, turbo codes achieve bit error rate (BER)
performance that is close to Shannon’s limit. Turbo codes are currently used in long
term evolution (LTE) [17].

More powerful error correcting codes are low-density parity check (LDPC) codes,
which was originally proposed by Gallager [18] in 1962, and was shed light by MacKay
et al. in 1996 [19]. An LDPC code is a type of linear code, in which the parity check
matrix has a sparse structure, i.e. only a small number of elements in the matrix
have non-zero values. Various decoders for LDPC codes have been proposed, and the
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notable one is belief propagation (BP) (or message-passing) decoder [20]. In the BP
decoder, the parity check matrix is treated as a bipartite graph [21] with variable nodes
and check nodes, where variable (check) nodes correspond to codeword bits (parity
checks). Especially, the graph is called Tanner graph [22]. Thanks to the sparsity of
the parity check matrix, BP decoder can be performed with low complexity. Moreover,
if the bipartite graph does not contain any cycles, i.e. the graph is a tree, BP decoder
achieves the exact maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) decoding [23]. Hu et al.

has proposed a scheme to obtain cycle-free Tanner graph, called progressive edge-growth
(PEG) [24]. PEG provides lower error rate than codes constructed by random graphs,
especially when the length of the codeword is small. However, cycle-free Tanner graphs
yield large number of low-weight codewords, which are connected to small number of
parity checks, and hence, such codes generally exhibit high error probability [23].

The decoding performance of an LDPC code is determined by its degree distribution,
which is the probability mass function of the number of non-zero values in the parity
check matrix. Using degree distributions, the BER performance can be calculated
via density evolution [25]. In density evolution, message-passing over the bipartite
graph can be theoretically tracked, supposing that the graph is typical and the number
of nodes is infinite. Theoretical analysis based on density evolution is then used to
optimize degree distributions so that the threshold of the code is maximized, where the
threshold is the channel parameter (e.g. signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) or channel
erasure probability) such that the resulting BER converges to zero. By optimizing
degree distributions, in [25], LDPC codes are shown to approach less than 0.13 dB
away from Shannon’s limit with asymptotically long codeword.

Although turbo codes and LDPC codes exhibit excellent decoding performance,
they are not proved to achieve the channel capacity. More recently, Arikan has
first shown a method to construct capacity-achieving error correcting codes, namely
channel polarization or polar codes [26]. In the encoder of polar codes, virtual binary
memoryless channels are copied and jointed, resulting in a vector channel. Within the
vector channel, the capacity of each channel is not identical, but distributed between
0 and 1 bit/channel use (bpcu), because the channel is assumed to be binary input.
Furthermore, when the number of channels contained in the vector channel is infinitely
large, the capacity is polarized; approaches to either 0 or 1, and the fraction of channels
with capacity of 1 bpcu is equal to the actual channel capacity. Then, by assigning
information bits to the capacity-1 channel inputs while assigning dummy bits (called
frozen bits) to capacity-0 channel inputs, information bits can be decoded at the
receiver. Since polar codes utilizes channel polarization, the length of the codeword
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should be sufficiently long so that channels are polarized; in [26], it is shown that a polar
code with 220-bit codewords achieves a transmission rate of about 0.45 bits/symbol in a
binary erasure channel (BEC) with erasure probability of 0.5. To improve the decoding
performance of polar codes, the application of cyclic redundancy check (CRC)-aided
decoding for polar codes has been investigated in [27], where information bits are
encoded by CRC codes in advance. Thanks to the aid of CRC, polar codes outperform
turbo codes even when the length of the codeword is 210 bits.

In addition to the progress of error correcting codes, techniques of signal processing
have been also advanced in recent years. The idea of multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO), where the transmitter and the receiver employs multiple antennas, is definitely
one of the most important innovation. Keya et al. first discussed the problem of
transmission over multiple channels in [28]. The use of multiple antennas, especially
multiple transmit antennas, enables to obtain robustness against fading, i.e., diversity.
Alamouti [29] proposed a technique to obtain diversity gain via two transmit antennas
with arbitrary number of receive antennas. Alamouti’s scheme, which is referred to
as space-time block codes (STBC), is then generalized into more than two transmit
antennas by Tarokh et al. in [30]. It has been shown that the achievable diversity gain
is the product of the number of transmit and receive antennas. On the other hand,
multiple antennas can also be used to increase data rate by transmitting independent
data via different antennas, such that each channel is stochastically independent to
each other, namely spatial multiplexing [31], [32]. It has been shown that the capacity
increases with the minimum of the number of transmit and receive antennas. There
exists a tradeoff between the diversity gain and multiplexing gain, which has been
analyzed by Zheng et al. [33]. MIMO is essential for today’s wireless communication
platform, e.g., 802.11n supports the use of MIMO [8]. With all of the above in mind,
we can conclude that reliable data transmission with high data rate (e.g. higher than 1
Gigabits/second) can be established in point-to-point wireless channel.

1.2 Medium Access Control for Future Wireless Com-
munications

1.2.1 Grant-Based Access Protocols and their Problems

It is also a natural demand to efficiently accommodate multiple users. In the next
standard of cellular communications, namely 5th generation (5G), densification is a key
feature to achieve higher spectral efficiency, where date rate is defined as the amount
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of deliverable bits/second per unit area [34]. Moreover, as represented by the idea of
Internet of Things (IoT), the number of users in the network would be increased in
the near future. Thanks to the advance in error correcting codes, as described in the
previous section, we can concentrate on the design of medium access control (MAC)
layer without considering physical layer issues, i.e., demodulation error caused by noise
or fading [35]. Under this assumption, a received packet would be erroneous when the
packet is collided with other packets, since the received power of colliding packets is
in general much higher than noise power. Hence, in order to achieve higher spectral
efficiency, the design of multiple access protocol is crucial.

The most intuitive solution is to allocate wireless resources e.g. time slots or
frequency band, to active users, i.e., time division multiple access (TDMA) [36].
Current cellular system, namely LTE, employs orthogonal frequency division multiple
access (OFDMA) [37], where each user transmits with the given subcarrier. Although
such resource-assignment protocols guarantee interference-free communications for all
users, it is required to allocate resources to all the users in advance, which leads to
large overhead when the number of users becomes massive [38].

To this end, random access approaches are attractive to accommodate massive
number of users. In the current WLAN standard, random access protocol so called
carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) [39] is used, where
users randomly transmit their packets upon confirming that there are no transmitting
users. Although carrier sense can prevent the interference from other users, there
is a well known hidden terminal problem [40]. When two users and a receiver exist
and the users are not visible to each other, they cannot detect the other, leading to
packet collision. In order to mitigate this problem, in the 802.11 standard for WLANs,
CSMA/CA protocol is utilized with ready-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS)
acknowledge signals. RTS is used to inform the receiver that a user is going to
transmit. If the receiver successfully receives the RTS, then the receiver broadcasts
CTS to reserve the following time frame for the user. It can be said that CSMA/CA
with RTS/CTS is a kind of grant-based random access protocol, and the grant causes
large overhead with large number of users.

1.2.2 Classical ALOHA Protocols

There is a growing interest in grant-free random access [41], which does not utilize
any permission for users, so that users can autonomously and independently transmit
their packets. The simplest grant-free random access is pure ALOHA proposed in
[42], where users immediately transmit their packets as soon as they are generated.
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Time

Packet-1
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Packet-3

Packet-4Collision of packet-1 and packet-2

Collision of packet-4 and packet-5

Packet-5

Fig. 1.1 Illustration of pure ALOHA transmission. Because of collision, only packet-3
can be recovered at the receiver.

Slot-1

Packet-1

Packet-2

Packet-3

Packet-4

Packet-5

Slot-2 Slot-3 Slot-4 Slot-5

Collision of packet-1 and packet-2

Fig. 1.2 Illustration of slotted ALOHA transmission. Collision occurs in slot-1, and
other slots are free of collision.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the transmission of pure ALOHA. As collided packets cannot be
demodulated at the receiver, packet-1, 2, 4, and 5 fail to be demodulated in the figure.
It is well known that pure ALOHA achieves the throughput of at most 1/2e ≈ 0.18, i.e.,
only 18% of transmitted packets can be retrieved at the receiver, because of frequent
collision. On the other hand, pure ALOHA still has advantage of not requiring strict
synchronization of time among users, and a number of works on pure ALOHA have
been recently published [43–45].

To suppress collision of pure ALOHA, slotted ALOHA [46] has been proposed,
where time domain is divided into time slots, and each user transmits its packet within
a time slot. Transmission of slotted ALOHA is depicted in Fig. 1.2. Thanks to
the slotted structure, packets are received without collision or with fully collided; in
other words, partial collisions can be suppressed, and slotted ALOHA attains the
throughput of 1/e, which is twice as high as pure ALOHA. As the introduction of
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time slots doubles the throughput of pure ALOHA, slotted ALOHA is widely used in
several applications today (e.g., Japanese electronic toll collection system (ETC) [47]
and radio frequency identification (RFID) tagging [48]), and its variations have been
studied nowadays [49–52]. Since there is no coordination among users, slotted ALOHA
suffers from the high probability of collisions which results in the loss of stability and
throughput of system. Framed ALOHA was then proposed to overcome this issue
[53]. In framed ALOHA, a user is permitted to transmit a packet at most once per
frame where the frame length is composed of the fixed number of time slots. The use
of frame structure imposes a constraint on re-transmission probability which leads to
the stability of the system. However, the average throughput performance of framed
ALOHA is still the same as slotted ALOHA. Reservation ALOHA (R-ALOHA) [54]
was further proposed based on the structure of framed ALOHA in order to increase the
average throughput. In this scheme, the time slot in the frame is considered reserved by
the user who successfully transmitted in the previous frame until it completes its own
transmission. Although R-ALOHA achieves higher average throughput than framed
ALOHA, large overhead is obviously needed to reserve slots. More recently, diversity
slotted ALOHA (DSA) has been proposed to avoid packet collisions and to improve
the average throughput performance without such an overhead [55]. The idea of DSA
is also based on the framed ALOHA. In DSA, each user transmits some replicas of
its packet in the frame. This multiple transmission increases the probability of the
successful reception without interference and thus achieves higher throughput than
framed ALOHA. Yet still, collisions are considered as a problem to be avoided, while
collisions are inevitable due to random transmission of users.

1.2.3 Coded ALOHA Schemes: Exploiting Collisions

A paradigm shift in random access has arisen in the 2000’s, following by the proposal
of contention resolution DSA (CRDSA) [56]. The key idea of CRDSA is to resolve the
collisions of DSA using inter-slot successive interference cancellation (SIC). Inter-slot
SIC (hereafter designated as SIC) proceeds as follows.

1. From collision-free slots, transmitted packets are demodulated.

2. Replica signals of demodulated packets are subtracted from all the received
signals, resolving collisions.

3. Other packets can be further retrieved when new slots become collision-free after
subtracting replica signals.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1.3 Illustration of SIC. Circles and squares correspond to transmitted packets and
received packets (time slots), respectively. (a) Four packets are colliding during four
slots. (b) The third packet can be retrieved from the fourth slot. (c) The retrieved
packet is canceled from all the corresponding slots. (d) The fourth packet can be
retrieved from the second slot.
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Figure 1.3 depicts the procedure of SIC with four colliding packets. The resolution
process of SIC can be represented by a bipartite graph which is regularly utilized
in coding theory, and actually, the process of SIC is equivalent to peeling decoder
of LDPC codes [23]. This feature allows us to theoretically analyze the packet loss
rate (PLR) performance of SIC by density evolution [25], originally developed for
graph-based codes. In CRDSA, all users transmit the same number of replicas in
the frame; in other words, the resulting graph corresponding to the transmission is
regular. Generally, for graph-based codes, those based on irregular graphs exhibit
superior performance to regular graph codes in terms of the decoding threshold [23].
Irregular repetition slotted ALOHA (IRSA), hence, has been proposed to exploit the
irregularity [57]. The throughput and PLR performance of IRSA is characterized by
degree distribution, which determines the number of retransmission of users. Given
degree distribution, density evolution analyzes the PLR performance, and the analysis
has been used to optimize the degree distribution so as to maximize the achievable
throughput performance. In [57], allowing 16 retransmissions at most, IRSA has been
revealed to achieve throughput as high as 0.965. While density evolution analyzes the
asymptotic PLR performance assuming infinitely large number of users and time slots,
finite-length analysis of PLR performance for IRSA has been studied in [58], where
finite-length analysis for LDPC codes [59] is exploited. The PLR performance of IRSA
has two visible features: waterfall region and error floor. In [58], waterfall region of
IRSA with finite users is approximated using well-known Q-function1, and it is revealed
that the PLR performance of IRSA in waterfall region scales with the number of users.
Moreover, assuming different importance of users, a prioritized version of IRSA has
been proposed in [62]. The prioritization can be realized by using multiple degree
distributions, so that more important users can transmit more frequently than less
important ones. IRSA has been generalized into coded slotted ALOHA in [63], where
each user encodes the data via erasure correcting codes beforehand, and the encoded
sequence is divided into multiple segments to be transmitted. The erasure correcting
code is selected from a set of codes with different coding rate, and each code is selected
with a given probability distribution. Then, IRSA can be seen as a special case of
coded slotted ALOHA, where the set of codes consists of multiple repetition codes.
The degree distribution of IRSA is further optimized allowing 30 retransmissions at
most in [63], so as to maximize the achievable throughput, and the reported maximum
throughput is 0.977.

1It is noteworthy that bounds and approximations for Q-function have been discussed, see e.g.,
[60], [61].
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More recently, a new graph-based random access scheme, frameless ALOHA, has
been proposed by applying the idea of rateless codes [64–66] to the slotted ALOHA
framework [67, 68]. In rateless codes, the coding rate is not fixed apriori but instead
defined by the erasure probability of the channel. Specifically, the encoder sends newly
encoded symbols until the message is correctly decoded, thus the name frameless.
The initial practical realization of rateless codes is Luby-transform (LT) codes [64],
whose encoding process is as follows: d out of K information symbols are randomly
chosen and bit-wise XORed to produce each coded symbol where d is called degree
and is sampled from the degree distribution. Similar to rateless codes, the frame of
frameless ALOHA is not a priori fixed but defined on the fly; users keep retransmitting
with the given transmission probability, and the receiver tries to retrieve transmitted
packets using SIC, upon receiving any packets. The frameless structure enables to
adapt to channel traffic load automatically so that the frame length is fixed optimally
for the instantaneous channel traffic. While frameless ALOHA is inferior to IRSA
from the viewpoint of achievable throughput, the frameless structure is suitable for
practical situations, where the number of active users is not constant, but fluctuating.
As IRSA utilizes a framed structure, the frame length should be appropriately chosen
in advance of transmission. Hence, at the beginning of every transmission frame, the
receiver has to determine the frame length and broadcast it to all users, while each
user should decide in which time slots the user transmits. In contrast, as frameless
ALOHA automatically determines the frame length on the fly, prior arrangement of
frame length and transmission scheduling of users is not required.

In recent years, several studies on frameless ALOHA and its derivations have been
reported. In [69], frameless ALOHA is discussed in the presence of capture effect,
where collision can be resolved if each colliding packet is received with different power
level. As capture effect can resolve collision without performing SIC, the throughput
performance increases than the original frameless ALOHA, where capture effect has
not been considered. Moreover, it has been revealed that transmission probability that
is higher than that used in the original frameless ALOHA should be used so as to
increase the throughput. Similarly with the case of IRSA, finite-length analysis for
frameless ALOHA has been studied in [70], where the analysis is based on a dynamic
programming. Then, the analysis is expanded to the case of multiple user detection
in [71], where the receiver is capable of retrieving multiple packets from single slot.
Focusing on the tradeoff between reliability and latency, the design of frameless ALOHA
considering reliability-latency guarantees has been discussed in [72], showing that very
high probability of user resolution (e.g., 5 nines) can be achieved via suitable design
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of the transmission probability. There are a few derivations of frameless ALOHA. In
[73], a technique to increase energy efficiency of users with frameless ALOHA has been
proposed, where each user updates the transmission probability whether or not the
user has transmitted the packet in the previous slot. Such updating of parameters
cannot be adopted by framed schemes, e.g., IRSA. Improved frameless ALOHA [74]
is another derivation, where users are required to transmit at least once during the
pre-defined frame. After that, users perform probabilistic transmission according to
the original frameless ALOHA. The introduce of the pre-defined frame eliminates the
error floor of the PLR performance of frameless ALOHA.

1.2.4 Requirements for Multiple Access of Next-Generation
Wireless Communications

As discussed in section 1.2.1, massive number of wireless devises would be connected
to the network, and in order to accommodate these devises, the use of grant-free access
techniques is inevitable. Especially, communications without interactions from human,
namely machine-to-machine (M2M) communications [75], would be deployed in, e.g.,
factory automation [76], smart home [77], and connected cars [78].

In such applications, not every wireless devises (users) connected to the network
will communicate simultaneously, but only a fraction of users actually communicates.
This nature can be regarded that the channel has sparsity, which leads to the use of
compressed sensing techniques [79–81]. In these approaches, the receiver estimates
transmitted signals which are received simultaneously, i.e., multiplexed, where it is
assumed that the number of active users are sufficiently smaller than the number of all
users. The use of compressed sensing is especially useful for activity-detection [82, 41].
On the other hand, the estimation performance of compressed sensing degrades as
the number of active users increases, i.e., the network becomes dense. Moreover,
communications of users would be sporadic, and hence, the traffic is supposed to be
fluctuating, as transmission of each user would be event-driven [83]. Besides the sporadic
nature, high throughput performance is required, so as to efficiently accommodate large
number of users with limited wireless resources [84]. Furthermore, communications
should be sufficiently reliable, especially in particular applications such as control in
industrial plant [85].

Let us summarize requirements for multiple access schemes for next generation as
follows:

• Massive number of users should be accommodated.
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• High throughput should be achieved even with fluctuating demand.

• Communications should be reliable, i.e., sufficiently high fraction of packets
should be retrieved at the receiver.

1.3 Focus and Aim of This Dissertation

To meet the requirements listed above, we focus on the use of coded ALOHA schemes.
However, framed ALOHA schemes such as IRSA would not be suitable in terms of
supporting fluctuating traffic, as the frame length should be appropriately determined
according to the number of transmitting users. In other words, at the beginning of each
frame, the receiver has to estimate the appropriate frame length. Although IRSA is
known to attain high throughput performance, as shown in [57], [63], the base station
(BS) is required to suitably select the number of time slots, i.e., frame length prior to
the transmission of users to achieve the designed throughput performance. If the frame
length is not appropriate, the throughput performance would be degraded than the
designed value; a shorter frame results in an overloaded situation where transmitted
packets frequently collide, whereas a longer frame leads to unnecessary time slots.

To this end, we especially focus on frameless ALOHA [67], where the frame length
is automatically determined on the fly. Frameless ALOHA has a potential for fulfilling
the above requirements; the combination of simple probabilistic transmission and
SIC works without any difficulty even with massive number of users, as frameless
ALOHA (and other coded ALOHA schemes) is designed via density evolution analysis,
presuming infinitely large number of users and frame length. Moreover, the frameless
structure adaptively determines the frame length according to the channel traffic,
so that the fluctuating traffic can be automatically tracked. However, it is a critical
problem that the achievable throughput performance of frameless ALOHA is lower than
framed schemes such as IRSA, as frameless ALOHA can only control the transmission
probability, but not the degree distribution. IRSA is obviously considered to achieve
higher throughput performance than frameless ALOHA, as the IRSA can design the
degree distribution itself. Another problem of frameless ALOHA is the error floor,
which is caused by the probabilistic transmission. Because of the error floor, a fraction
of users cannot be retrieved after the frame is terminated, resulting in instability of
the system. Hence, it is an urgent issue to establish a multiple access scheme suitable
for massive multiple access networks, satisfying the above-mentioned requirements. In
this dissertation, we tackle this issue by proposing several novel graph-based random
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Fig. 1.4 Outline of this dissertation. Chapter 1 is followed by five chapters.

access schemes, which solve the problems of frameless ALOHA: the low throughput and
the error floor, while showing that the fluctuating traffic can be dealt with.

1.4 Organization of This Dissertation

In Chapter 1, we have described the advances in wireless communications leading to
massive wireless communications, which results in the necessity of designing efficient
medium access control protocols. The focus and the aim of this dissertation has also
been laid out. Figure 1.4 shows the outline of this dissertation. The remainder of this
dissertation is organized as follows.

Chapter 2: Frameless ALOHA Protocols

Chapter 2 explains the conventional frameless ALOHA protocol, including the theoret-
ical analysis of PLR performance. Moreover, we propose an optimization scheme for
the transmission probability so as to maximize the throughput performance.

Chapter 3: ZigZag Decodable Frameless ALOHA

We discuss the application of ZD into frameless ALOHA in Chapter 3, introducing
ZDFA and E-ZDFA. In ZigZag decodable frameless ALOHA, we consider to apply
ZigZag decoding (ZD) [86], which was proposed to combat the hidden node problem of
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WLANs by resolving colliding packets from hidden nodes. In ZD, collided users are
required to immediately retransmit their packets, resulting in two sets of two colliding
packets. ZD utilizes the difference in arrival timing of each packet, where the process of
collision cancel can be interpreted as segment-wise SIC. Introducing ZD into frameless
ALOHA, ZigZag decodable frameless ALOHA (ZDFA) is first proposed. Deriving the
exact theoretical PLR and throughput performance of ZDFA, it is revealed that the
straightforward application of ZD into frameless ALOHA degrades the throughput
performance.

We then modify the protocol, namely enhanced ZigZag decodable frameless ALOHA
(E-ZDFA), by exploiting the frameless nature, which turns out to enhance the through-
put performance. Specifically, E-ZDFA requires some retrieved users to halt re-
transmission in order to suppress collision and encourage singleton reception or the
minimum collision, i.e. collision of two packets which can be retrieved via ZD. More-
over, the transmission probability is dynamically increased so as to prevent wasting
time slots, as the number of contending users becomes less due to the retransmission
canceling. An approximated PLR analysis for E-ZDFA is presented, and based on the
approximate analysis, the transmission probability is optimized so that the throughput
performance is maximized. Numerical examples confirm that E-ZDFA outperforms
the conventional frameless ALOHA. Especially for the moderate number of users, e.g.
thousand users exist in the network, it is shown that E-ZDFA largely improves the
throughput performance over conventional framed coded ALOHA schemes.

Chapter 4: Frameless ALOHA with Cooperative Base Stations

Although E-ZDFA achieves higher throughput and lower error floor than the original
frameless ALOHA, E-ZDFA also increases the complexity of the receiver caused by the
introduction of ZD. To alleviate the additional complexity at the receiver, we focus on
multiple base station (BS) network, which is a feasible situation for massive wireless
communications. Supposing backhaul networks among BSs, frameless ALOHA with
multiple BS cooperation is proposed, where BSs share successfully retrieved packets
with each other, which accelerates the SIC at each BS.

To fully exploit the multiple BS nature, we propose to classify users into multiple
groups depending on which BSs the user can communicate with, and each group has
its own transmission probability. It is noteworthy that, in our proposed protocol, all
the BSs and users share the same frequency band, so that no resource allocation such
as frequency division is considered.
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The related work to our work is that of IRSA with multiple cooperative BSs, namely
spatio-temporal cooperation, studied in [87]. In [87], the PLR performance of the
system has been approximately analyzed, assuming a Poisson point process (PPP)
network. The exact analysis for the PLR performance has not been derived, as the
SIC is performed over multiple BSs with backhaul network, so that the connection
between each BS has to be considered. In this chapter, we derive the exact PLR
representation by taking into account the network topology, while an algorithm to
obtain the analytical equations for arbitrary number of BSs is given. It is found that
frameless ALOHA with cooperative BSs achieves higher throughput performance than
resource-allocation scenario, where the frequency band is divided for each BS so as to
prevent interference among BSs.

Chapter 5: ZigZag Decodable Frameless ALOHA with Multiple Base Sta-
tion Cooperation

Finally, tolerating the computational cost at BSs, we joint the two proposed scheme
to propose ZigZag decodable frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation (ZDFA-
coop), where multiple BS cooperation and SIC work together. It is shown that the
application of ZD is capable of increasing the throughput performance even in a multiple
BS environment, revealing that ZDFA-coop outperforms frameless ALOHA with
multiple BS cooperation. Furthermore, a practical situation, where the number of users
fluctuates, is considered in this chapter, and ZDFA-coop is compared with conventional
schemes, namely IRSA with degree distribution optimized in [63] and spatio-temporal
cooperation [87]. Numerical results confirm that ZDFA-coop outperforms conventional
schemes in terms of throughput performance.

Chapter 6: Conclusion and Open Issues

The dissertation is concluded in Chapter 6, while addressing remaining future works.



Chapter 2

Frameless ALOHA Protocol

In this chapter, the conventional frameless ALOHA protocol [67] is explained. After
introducing the system model considered, probabilistic transmission of users is described,
followed by the packet retrieval of the receiver via successive interference cancellation
(SIC). Then, theoretical packet loss rate (PLR) analysis based on density evolution is
introduced.

2.1 Network and Channel Model

Let us consider a network with N users and a common base station (BS), where each
user aims to deliver its own packet to the BS. Each user possesses one packet to be
transmitted at the beginning of the transmission, and it is supposed that new packets
are not generated throughout the transmission. In order to focus on the evaluation
of the protocol, noise-free channels are assumed, which are achieved by assuming
that sufficient received power is available resulting in interference-limited channels.
Moreover, it is assumed that all the channel coefficients between users and the BS is
constant throughout the transmission and perfectly known at the BS. The channel
model described here is also known as protocol model introduced in [35].

All the users and the BS are synchronized in time so that all the transmission of
users is slot-wise. Upon transmission, time slots are organized as a frame, where the
frame length, i.e. the number of time slots, is denoted by T .
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2.2 Probabilistic Transmission

At each time slot, users randomly decide whether or not to transmit their packets
using the transmission probability p, which is given by

p =
G

N
, (2.1)

where G is called target degree and indicates the number of users simultaneously
transmitting in one time slot.

It is noteworthy that we can control the throughput performance by controlling the
target degree. The probabilistic transmission of users continues until the sufficiently
large fraction of users are retrieved at the BS, which is assessed by the given threshold
α ∈ (0, 1]. Specifically, transmission is terminated when ⌊αN⌋ users are successfully
retrieved. In particular, α = 1 means that the transmission continues until all the
users are retrieved. The frame length T is not determined apriori, but adaptively
determined as the BS terminates the frame after retrieving sufficiently large fraction of
users. This is why this protocol is called frameless.

2.3 Successive Interference Cancellation

Received packets may contain collisions, and thus the BS uses SIC so as to resolve and
retrieve collided packets. The SIC for frameless ALOHA is equivalent to the peeling
decoder for low-density parity check (LDPC) codes [23] and can be described by the
following steps:

(i) Retrieve the transmitted packets from singleton slots. The slots are assumed to
be empty.

(ii) Subtract the packets from all the received signals in which the packets are
included.

After step (ii), some collided packets become singletons, and the above operations
are repeated until all the singleton slots vanish. In order to execute step (ii), it is
assumed that each packet includes information indicating the time slot in which it
is transmitted. Note that the retrieved packets might be included in future received
packets. To this end, if each user identification (ID) is used as a seed for a random
generator for choosing time slots in which to transmit, the receiver can determine all
the future transmissions and subtract signals from all the received packets [88].
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Variable nodes

Observation nodes

Fig. 2.1 An example of bipartite graph of frameless ALOHA.

2.4 Bipartite Graph Representation and Degree Dis-
tributions

Transmission of users can be visually represented by a bipartite graph. In frameless
ALOHA, the bipartite graph consists of two kinds of nodes, namely variable nodes
and observation nodes, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Variable nodes correspond to users
or transmitted packets, and observation nodes represent received packets or time
slots. The variable node and the observation node is connected with an edge if the
corresponding user has transmitted the packet at the corresponding time slot. The
number of edges connected to each node is referred to as degree. The degree of variable
nodes denotes how many times the corresponding user transmits the packet during
the frame, and the degree of observation nodes is the number of users simultaneously
transmitting in the corresponding time slot.

Since users randomly transmit their packets, the resulted bipartite graph is also
constructed randomly, which can be characterized by degree distributions. Because of
the probabilistic transmission of users, degree of variable nodes and observation nodes
follows binomial distribution with parameters T (or N) and p. Given the frame length
T , the probability that a user transmits a packet k times, namely Lk, is given by

Lk =

(
T

k

)
pk(1− p)T−k. (2.2)

Similarly, the probability that k users simultaneously transmit in the same slot,
namely Rk, is given by

Rk =

(
N

k

)
pk(1− p)N−k. (2.3)
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Using Lk and Rk, node-perspective degree distributions are defined in the manner
of polynomials. Specifically, using a dummy variable x, node-perspective degree
distribution of variable nodes and observation nodes are defined as

L(x) ≜
T∑

k=0

Lkx
k, (2.4)

and

R(x) ≜
N∑
k=0

Rkx
k, (2.5)

respectively.
While node-perspective degree distributions characterize degrees of nodes, edge-

perspective degree distributions can be used to represent the degree of the node with
which the focused edge is connected. Specifically, considering an edge in the bipartite
graph, the probability that the edge is connected with degree-k variable node is given
by

λk =
kTLk∑T
l=0 lTLl

=
kLk∑T
l=0 lLl

, (2.6)

where the numerator kTLk denotes the average number of edges connected with degree-
k variable nodes, and the denominator

∑T
l=0 lTLl is the average number of edges

including in the bipartite graph.
The probability for observation nodes can be similarly defined. The probability

that the edge is connected with degree-k variable node is given by

λk =
kNRk∑N
l=0 lNRl

=
kRk∑N
l=0 lRl

. (2.7)

Similarly to node-perspective degree distributions, edge-perspective degree distribu-
tions of variable nodes and observation nodes are defined as

λ(x) =
T∑

k=1

λkx
k−1, (2.8)

and

ρ(x) =
N∑
k=1

ρkx
k−1, (2.9)
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respectively, where the term xk−1 denotes that the node has (k − 1) other edges when
the edge is connected with degree-k node, and it can be observed that

λ(x) =
L′(x)

L′(1)
, (2.10)

and
ρ(x) =

R′(x)

R′(1)
. (2.11)

2.5 Theoretical Analysis for Packet Loss Rate

The asymptotic PLR performance via SIC can be theoretically derived using density
evolution [67, 25], which is originally used to analyze the decoding performance of low-
density parity-check codes. In density evolution, SIC is considered as a message passing
algorithm, where two kinds of messages, “0” for un-retrieved and “1” for retrieved, are
passed between variable nodes and observation nodes. At the variable nodes, for each
connected edge, the edge carries message “1” if at least one of the other edges carries
the message “1” into the variable nodes in the last iteration, i.e., the user corresponding
to the variable node can be retrieved when the packet becomes singleton at least one
time slot. Otherwise, if all of the other edges carry the message “0”, the edge carries
the message “0” as the packet has not been retrieved yet. Upon receiving messages
from variable nodes, each edges carries a message from observation nodes. Focus on
an edge connected to the observation node. The edge carries the message “1” to the
connected variable if and only if all of the other connected edges carries the message
“1”, since in that case the time slot corresponding to the observation node becomes
singleton. Otherwise, the edge carries the message “0.”

Now let us consider how to theoretically analyze the message passing algorithm
described above. Let xl denote the probability that the edge carries the message “0”
from variable nodes to observation nodes. Similarly, let wl denote the probability that
the edge carries the message “0” from observation nodes to variable nodes. Since SIC
starts from singleton observation nodes, the analysis starts from the calculation of wl.
Consider an observation node with degree-k. The edge connected with the observation
node carries the message “1” iff all of the other edges have carried the message “1” into
the observation node in the last iteration, and the probability is given by (1−xl−1)

k−1 for
l ≥ 1. The observation node process is depicted in Fig. 2.2-(a), where the observation
node has degree-3. Moreover, by averaging over the degree, the edge carries the message
“1” into variable nodes with probability

∑N
k=1 ρk(1 − xl−1)

k−1 = ρ(1 − xl−1). Hence,
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k − 1 edges

k − 1 edges

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.2 Illustration of density evolution calculation. (a) Observation node calculation.
The solid arrow carries the message “0” when at least one edge out of the other (k − 1)
edges have carried the message “0” into the observation node in the previous iteration.
(b) Variable node calculation. The solid arrow carries the message “0” iff all of the
other (k − 1) edges have carried the message “0” in the previous iteration.

the probability wl is calculated as

wl = 1− ρ(1− xl−1), (2.12)

where x0 = 1 since none of the packets has been retrieved at the beginning of SIC.
Let us consider the calculation of xl. If the variable node has degree-k, the connected

edge carries the message “0” into the observation node iff the other (k − 1) edges have
carried the message “0” into the variable node in the previous iteration, and the
probability is given by (1 − wl)

k−1. The variable node process is illustrated in Fig.
2.2-(b). Since the edge is connected with degree-k variable node with probability λk,
averaging over k yields

xl = λ(wl). (2.13)

After a sufficiently large number of iterations, the packet is lost, i.e. still being
not retrieved, iff all the edges connected to the corresponding variable node carry the
message “0.” The probability of that event at the T -th time slot, namely the PLR, is
obtained as

pe(T ) = L(wl). (2.14)

It is noteworthy that the analysis above implicitly an assumes infinitely large
number of nodes in the graph so that the degree distribution of the graph becomes
typical. Finite length analysis of frameless ALOHA can be found in [70], where the
PLR performance is exactly derived with respect to the number of users and time
slots. Although such finite length analysis is useful to design systems with not-so-large
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Fig. 2.3 PLR performance of frameless ALOHA. The target degree of G = 3.09 is
used for all curves. Theoretical analysis shows good agreement with simulated PLR
performance.

number of users, we here use the asymptotic analysis so as to consider massive wireless
networks where the number of users is larger than one thousand.

Figure 2.3 shows an example of the PLR performance of frameless ALOHA, where
the target degree is set to G = 3.09. The horizontal axis corresponds to the normalized
number of time slots, i.e. T/N , and it is observed that the PLR performance drastically
improves around the point of T/N = 1.06 (waterfall region). This is because the SIC
is a kind of belief propagation algorithm, similar to the decoder of LDPC codes. For
comparison, results of computer simulations with various number of users are shown.
Since the theoretical analysis presumes asymptotic setting, the result of computer
simulations approaches the theoretical analysis as the number of users increases.
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Fig. 2.4 Theoretical throughput performance of frameless ALOHA corresponding to the
theoretical PLR curve of Fig. 2.3. It is noteworthy that the throughput performance
has a peak.

2.6 Throughput Performance and Optimization

It would be of interest to maximize the efficiency of the transmission. To this end,
throughput is a useful metric to measure the efficiency of the protocol. Throughout
the dissertation, the throughput is defined as the fraction of retrieved users and the
number of elapsed time slots. Hence, throughput is a function of time slots, namely

S(T ) ≜
The number of retrieved packets within T slots

T

=
N(1− pe(T ))

T
. (2.15)
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Figure 2.4 shows the theoretical throughput performance, which corresponds to the
theoretical PLR shown in Fig. 2.3. It is observed that there is a peak in the throughput
performance, where the peak is corresponding to the waterfall region of the PLR.

Based on the theoretical analysis on the PLR and throughput performance of
frameless ALOHA, we would like to maximize the throughput performance. Given N ,
the throughput represented by (2.15) is determined by two kinds of variables: T and
pe(T ). Recall that the PLR pe(T ) is calculated via density evolution, which includes
degree distributions. As degree distributions of frameless ALOHA is determined by
the transmission probability and consequently the target degree, there should exist
the target degree which maximizes the throughput performance. In this dissertation,
we define the optimal target degree as the one which yields the highest throughput
performance. Then, we formulate the optimization problem to maximize the throughput.
While throughput can be represented as a function of time slots, frameless ALOHA
protocol is terminated upon retrieving sufficiently large number of users. Therefore,
the practically achieved throughput is a random variable with respect to the instant
realization of bipartite graph (or transmission schedule of users). It is hence difficult
to derive the average throughput performance of frameless ALOHA.

At this point, we propose to maximize the peak throughput, so as to maximize
the resulted average throughput performance. As seen in Fig. 2.3, the actual PLR
performance and consequently throughput performance shows good agreement with
the theoretical analysis for large number of users, and the waterfall region is also
reproduced. Then, it can be considered that the frameless ALOHA transmission would
be terminated when the PLR attains the waterfall region, retrieving sufficiently large
number of users. This optimization policy can be verified by the achieved throughput
performance as shown in Fig. 2.5, where the achieved throughput performance versus
the number of users is plotted. From the figure, it is observed that the average
throughput performance approaches the theoretical peak throughput, and thus the
optimization policy is valid for large number of users.

With all of the above in mind, we can formulate the optimization problem to
maximize the average throughput performance as follows

max
G

sup
T

S(T ) (2.16)

s.t. 1− pe(T
∗) ≥ α, (2.17)

where T ∗ = arg supTS(T ).
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Fig. 2.5 Average throughput performance and theoretical peak throughput of frameless
ALOHA with G = 3.09. As the number of users increases, simulated throughput
performance converges the theoretical peak throughput.

The optimization problem, however, cannot necessarily be a convex optimization, as
both the objective function and the constraint include iterative calculation with degree
distribution. Hence, in order to solve the optimization problem, differential evolution
[89, 90] is used here, which is a type of genetic algorithm. It is noteworthy that
differential evolution has been widely used to optimize the degree distribution of LDPC
codes so as to maximize the decoding threshold [25]. Solving the optimization above,
we have obtained the optimal target degree of G = 3.09, with the peak throughput of
0.874.

2.7 Eliminating the Error Floor

As we have seen so far, simple probabilistic transmission causes an error floor problem,
where a fraction of packets cannot be recovered because of the possibility that the
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packets were not transmitted during the frame. In [74], improved frameless ALOHA
has been proposed to eliminate the error floor while keeping the frameless nature. In
this approach, the target frame length is calculated from the number of users so that
every user determines the number of retransmissions and transmits at least once during
the frame, eliminating the error floor. If there still exists some unresolved users after
the target frame length, the users continue transmission following the original frameless
ALOHA. However, additional overhead is needed to inform all the receivers of which
user is not decoded yet.

The error floor problem also exists in Luby-transform (LT) codes [64] which belong
to a class of rateless codes and are based on the same decoding procedure as that of
frameless ALOHA. In order to overcome the error floor of LT codes, raptor codes have
been proposed in [65], where error correcting codes are concatenated to LT codes. It
is a natural conclusion that frameless ALOHA can utilize erasure correcting codes
to eliminate the error floor. In this section, we consider to concatenate an erasure
correcting code to frameless ALOHA.

2.7.1 Coded Frameless ALOHA

In order to eliminate the error floor of frameless ALOHA, we propose coded frameless
ALOHA, in which users transmit encoded packet segments instead of the original
packets. Erasure correcting codes are used to decode the remaining packets upon SIC,
because the remaining packets are assumed to be erased.

Each user’s packet is encoded via erasure correcting codes independently, and the
codeword, the length of which is Np in bits, is further divided into B segments of the
same length. In each time slot, encoded segment is transmitted instead of the original
packet. The segment to be transmitted is chosen randomly when the user decides to
transmit, and the probability that each segment will be transmitted is given by p/B.
In practice, each transmitted segment has a header part that includes information
about the sender as well as other information. Thus, packet division may cause a larger
overhead due to additional headers. For the sake of simplicity, the effect of packet
headers is not considered, assuming the length of the header is zero. Moreover, in
the paper, an asymptotic situation is considered, where the codeword is divided into
segments with one bit, i.e. B = Np. This assumption is not practical due to the huge
number of overhead, but is useful to reveal the ultimate performance of the system. If
the codeword is divided into segments consisting of multiple bits, erasure events on
codeword bits cannot be assumed to be independent, as multiple bits simultaneously
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Function nodes

Variable nodes

Observation nodes

Fig. 2.6 Graph representation of coded frameless ALOHA. The upper part with the
black function nodes and variable nodes compose the Tanner graph for the LDPC code,
and the lower part with the white observation nodes and variable nodes compose the
bipartite graph for frameless ALOHA.

erase. The correlated erasure channel yields worse decoding performance, and hence,
the asymptotic situation can be regarded as the bound for the practical performance.

Using graph-based codes allows us to represent coded frameless ALOHA with a
single graph. Hereinafter, let us consider the use of LDPC codes [18]. LDPC codes
can be represented by a bipartite graph called a Tanner graph, where variable nodes
correspond to codeword bits, and function nodes correspond to parity checks. Variable
nodes in a Tanner graph are also variable nodes in the bipartite graph for frameless
ALOHA, as shown in Fig. 2.6. In the tripartite graph of coded frameless ALOHA in
the present paper, variable nodes correspond to codeword bits.

For the lower part of the graph corresponding to frameless ALOHA transmission,
the degree distributions Lch(x) and Rch(x) are obtained by replacing p in (2.4) and
(2.5) with p/B. The edge perspective degree distributions λch(x) and ρch(x) are defined
in the same manner as (2.8) and (2.9). For the upper part of the graph corresponding
to the LDPC code, the variable and function node degree distributions are arbitrarily
defined as Lco(x) ≜

∑lmax

k=lmin
Lco
k xk and Rco(x) ≜

∑rmax

k=rmin
Rco

k xk respectively, where
lmin(rmin) is the minimum degree of each column (row), and lmax(rmax) is the maximum
degree of each column (row).

The rate of the LDPC code is obtained by [23]

R = 1−
∑lmax

k=lmin
kLco

k∑rmax

k=rmin
kRco

k

. (2.18)
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Fig. 2.7 Comparison of theoretical and simulated PLR performance of coded frameless
ALOHA with G = 3.09 and (3,6)-regular LDPC codes.

The PLR analysis of coded frameless ALOHA can be simply obtained by concate-
nating density evolution analysis of the original frameless ALOHA and the LDPC code;
the probability that each variable node fails to be decoded is obtained by multiplying
results from both analyses. Then we have

xl = Lco(wco
l )Lch(wch

l ), (2.19)

wco
l = 1− ρco(1− xl−1), (2.20)

wch
l = 1− ρch(1− xl−1). (2.21)

The theoretical PLR is given by pe(T ) = xl for sufficiently large l. In order to verify
the analysis, theoretical PLR and computer-simulated PLR are compared in Fig. 2.7,
where (3,6)-regular LDPC codes and the target degree of G = 3.09 are used. As the
number of actual users increases, the PLR performance approaches the theoretical
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performance. The remaining error floor in the simulated curve is due to the short loops
in the parity check matrix, which will vanish as the codeword length increases.

Using the theoretical PLR given in (2.19), the theoretical throughput is defined as
a fraction of successfully decoded segments and elapsed slots considering the coding
rate, that is

S(T ) = R
NB(1− pe(T ))

T
. (2.22)

The number of time slots is denoted by T , where each user transmits one segment
in the slot. Thus, in order to transmit NB segments, T ≥ NB slots are needed.

The following theoretical representation of the throughput enables the optimization
problem to be formulated in order to find the optimal target degree and degree
distributions of LDPC codes so that the achievable throughput is maximized:

max
Lco(x),Rco(x),G

sup
T

S(T ) (2.23)

s.t. pe(T ) < 1− α (2.24)

0 < R ≤ 1 (2.25)

Gmin ≤ G ≤ Gmax (2.26)
lmax∑
lmin

Lco
k =

rmax∑
rmin

Rco
k = 1. (2.27)

In the optimization problem, target degree and degree distribution of the code are
optimized.

2.7.2 Numerical Examples

In order to reveal the achievable performance of coded frameless ALOHA, target degree
and degree distributions are theoretically optimized. Differential evolution [89], which is
a genetic algorithm, has been used to solve the optimization problem since the problem
is a multi-modal optimization. Parameters are as follows: (Gmin, Gmax) = (1, 4),
(lmin, lmax) = (1, 10), (rmin, rmax) = (1, 40), α = 1− 10−5, N = 104, and B = 100.

The optimal target degree for the proposed coded frameless ALOHA is G = 2.81,
whereas the optimal target degree for the original frameless ALOHA is approximately
G = 3.09 [91, 68]. Although a smaller target degree generates an earlier waterfall region
and a higher error floor, the earlier waterfall can potentially achieve higher throughput
performance. This hidden potential is maximized by the use of erasure correcting codes,
while the erasure correction capability overcomes the inherent error floor. Moreover,
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Comparison of throughput performance
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Fig. 2.8 Theoretical throughput performance of coded frameless ALOHA with optimized
degree distributions. Coded frameless ALOHA outperforms conventional frameless
ALOHA schemes.

the optimal variable node degree distribution is Lco(x) = 0.91x + 0.09x2, and the
optimal function node degree distribution is

Rco(x) =0.05x2 + 0.01x3 + 0.02x4 + 0.01x8 + 0.02x9+

0.03x10 + 0.01x11 + 0.03x12 + 0.01x13 + 0.05x14+

0.09x16 + 0.02x17 + 0.10x18 + 0.13x19 + 0.13x20+

0.12x21 + 0.09x22 + 0.02x23 + 0.05x25 + 0.01x27,

where the rate is R = 0.94.
Presence of degree-1 codeword bits is an unreasonable setting in the general case

because the erasure correction capability would be very poor. Surprisingly, the collabo-
ration with SIC, however, allows the code to work very well.
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Fig. 2.9 Theoretical PLR performance of coded frameless ALOHA with optimized
degree distributions. Coded frameless ALOHA and improved frameless ALOHA are
observed to eliminate the error floor of the original frameless ALOHA.

The theoretical PLR and throughput performance of coded frameless ALOHA
are compared with the original frameless ALOHA, conventional improved frameless
ALOHA [74].Figures 2.8 and 2.9 are the theoretical throughput and PLR performance,
respectively. The horizontal axes indicate the normalized load, i.e., the fraction of
transmitted information packets and time slots, given as NBR/T . It is observed from
Fig. 2.8 that our proposed coded frameless ALOHA can achieve higher throughput
than improved frameless ALOHA, while completely eliminating the error floor as shown
in Fig. 2.9.

However, in order to practically achieve the performance revealed here, encoded data
should be divided into single bits. Such fragmentation would lead to larger overhead,
since each transmitted packet has to equip preamble. Hence, the performance gain
obtained via concatenating an erasure correcting code would be canceled with the
additional overhead caused by packet dividing. Although it is also possible to divide
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packets into segments consisting of multiple bits, the resulting PLR performance
becomes worse, as a multiple codeword bits erase simultaneously when a segment
fails to be retrieved via SIC. In the following chapter, we consider to achieve higher
throughput utilizing different improvement.

2.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, conventional frameless ALOHA protocol was described. Based on
the density evolution analysis, an optimization problem for the target degree so as to
maximize the average throughput was proposed, where maximization of the theoretical
peak throughput was used as the utility function. The optimization scheme proposed
here can be used in arbitrary uplink multiple access network using frameless ALOHA.

Moreover, we addressed the elimination of the error floor, by concatenating erasure
an correcting code, proposing namely coded frameless ALOHA. Coded frameless
ALOHA was observed to eliminate the error floor under the asymptotic setting where
the codeword was divided into single bit to be transmitted. As the asymptotic setting
would cause huge signaling overhead and thus poor throughput, we concluded that
coded frameless ALOHA was impractical.



Chapter 3

ZigZag Decodable Frameless ALOHA

We consider to apply ZigZag decoding (ZD) into frameless ALOHA. As ZD resolves
collision of two packets, the combination of ZD and successive interference cancellation
(SIC) is expected to provide lower packet loss rate (PLR) performance than the con-
ventional frameless ALOHA. A straightforward implementation is firstly considered,
namely ZigZag decodable frameless ALOHA (ZDFA), while deriving the exact theo-
retical expression for the PLR performance, and it is shown that the straightforward
implementation results in poor PLR and throughput performance than the conventional
scheme. Then, we propose a sophisticated implementation so called enhanced ZigZag
decodable frameless ALOHA (E-ZDFA), where the transmission probability is dynami-
cally increased so as to improve the throughput by enhancing chances for un-retrieved
users to transmit. It is revealed through computer simulations that E-ZDFA achieves
higher throughput performance than the original frameless ALOHA, while lowering
the error floor.

3.1 Introduction

The SIC process of coded ALOHA, including frameless ALOHA, is identical to belief BP
decoding over a binary erasure channel, namely peeling decoder, and hence analytical
tools for codes-on-graphs are available for coded ALOHA. While the peeling decoder
can only start decoding from degree-1 check nodes, i.e., parity checks, including only
one unknown codeword bits, more powerful decoders that can start decoding from
check nodes with higher degree have been proposed. For instance, Olmos et al. [92]
proposed a tree-structure expectation propagation (TEP) decoder, in which a check
node with two unknown codeword bits, i.e., a degree-2 check node, can be used as a
starting point of decoding. The TEP decoder was shown to yield a better bit-error-rate
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performance than that of the BP decoder. However, the TEP decoder requires the
structure of the bipartite graph, and this requirement cannot be fulfilled in frameless
ALOHA, which continues probabilistic transmission, in which the bipartite graph is
constructed on the fly. Notably, the result of the TEP decoder showed that the idea of
directly resolving collided packets would improve the decoding performance.

For multiple access, ZigZag decoding (ZD) has been proposed to demodulate two
colliding packets as a solution to the hidden terminal problem [86]. In ZD, colliding
users are requested to immediately retransmit their packets by the receiver so as to
receive two colliding packets. Then, if the two packets are received with different
delays, data packets can partially be demodulated from each received packet. The
demodulated part can be used to cancel collision in part in the other colliding packet;
as a result, two colliding packets can be retrieved in a ZigZag manner. As TEP decoder
improves the decoding performance of LDPC codes, ZD is considered to improve the
packet-retrieval performance of frameless ALOHA.

Oinaga et al. [93] proposed ZigZag decodable coded slotted ALOHA (ZDCSA), in
which ZD is straightforwardly introduced into IRSA. The authors compared ZDCSA
with conventional IRSA and showed that ZDCSA achieves better throughput perfor-
mance when the number of users is moderately large, i.e., 1000. However, they also
pointed out that the asymptotic throughput of ZDCSA is lower than that of IRSA.
This is because ZD requires packet retransmission, resulting in the degradation of
throughput performance. Moreover, as IRSA determines the number of retransmissions
and slots in which each user transmits its packet in advance, the latter slots are used
for transmission of already-retrieved users, for which the throughput performance is
also degraded.

To this end, this chapter proposes ZDFA, in which ZD is introduced into frameless
ALOHA [67]. First, a straightforward implementation of ZD into frameless ALOHA is
discussed, where it is revealed that the asymptotic throughput performance degrades
along with the ZDCSA scenario [93] because of additional time slots. Then, we
exploited the frameless nature to propose a sophisticated implementation, namely,
E-ZDFA, in which the transmission probability is dynamically increased to enhance
the chances for unretrieved users to transmit. Simultaneously, users retrieved via ZD
or received without collision, i.e., retrieved upon being received, are acknowledged by
the receiver through two-bit feedback to stop retransmission in following slots. The
error floor of E-ZDFA was theoretically derived in this study, confirming that E-ZDFA
has the potential to retrieve more users than the original frameless ALOHA. Computer
simulations were conducted, which show that a suitably chosen transmission probability
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outperforms the throughput performance of the frameless ALOHA and IRSA with the
degree distribution obtained in [63].

3.2 System Model

Our model comprises a network with N transmitting users and a common BS. Each
user has an own packet at the beginning of the communication, and new packets are
supposed to not be generated (no backlogging). Throughout the study, a noise-free
channel was considered, in which the transmitted packet can be successfully retrieved
by the receiver without collision. Packets that collide are considered to be lost, as, for
mathematical tractability reasons, the capture effect [69] is not considered. As this
model is considered to be the worst-case scenario, it provides a lower-bound of the
throughput performance in practical situations, in which the capture effect would be
available.

Moreover, the BS was assumed to be able to distinguish the following conditions
for each time slot:

(a) No users have transmitted.

(b) Only one user has transmitted, i.e., the time slot is a singleton.

(c) Two users have transmitted and collided.

(d) Three or more users have transmitted and packets have collided.

Especially, the BS should detect condition-(c) so that ZD can be operated. This was
realized by supposing that each packet contains a unique word, which identifies the
transmitter. The BS can detect collision of two packets by calculating the correlation
between the received packet and unique words [86], and the BS then acknowledges
the collision of two packets when the correlation has two peaks. This assumption
is practical, as each transmitted packet should contain information indicating the
transmitter of the packet.

Time slots comprise two kinds of subslots, i.e., uplink subslot (US) and downlink
subslot (DS), as shown in Fig. 3.1. Users transmit their packets in the US, and the BS
broadcasts feedback signal to the following DS. A detailed explanation about feedback
signals from the BS is provided in the subsequent sections. Upon transmission, slots
are organized into a frame.
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Fig. 3.1 Illustration of time slots and subslots.

3.3 ZigZag Decodable Frameless ALOHA

This section explains the application of ZD into frameless ALOHA. Next, we discuss
a simple implementation, in which ZD is straightforwardly introduced into frameless
ALOHA, and propose a sophisticated implementation, in which the transmission
probability is dynamically increased.

3.3.1 ZigZag Decoding

To perform ZD, when a collision of two users is detected, the BS requires the users
to retransmit immediately in the next time slot. Throughout the study, we assumed
that packets collide with segment-wise delay and the possible back-off is segment-wise,
where the slot is supposed to be further divided into segments. Figure 3.2 depicts how
ZD proceeds, with each packet consisting of four segments. Upon detecting a collision
of two packets, the BS broadcasts a feedback signal, which requires the colliding users
to immediately retransmit the packets. Then, users who have transmitted the packets
retransmit their packets in the next slot, while other users refrain from transmitting
packets. Figure 3.2-(a) shows that the first segment of packet-1 (gray colored) and the
last segment of packet-2 (white colored) are received without collision. If the difference
between the arrival of two packets is different in two received packets, as shown in the
figure, then the retrieved segment of packet-1 is collided in the second slot, where the
BS can cancel retrieved segment from slot-2, as shown in Fig. 3.2-(b). Upon canceling
segments, new segments become collision-free, and the same procedure is iterated. The
cancellation can be performed if packets are received with different delays in two slots.
We simply modeled ZD as a random variable without considering the actual arrival
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Fig. 3.2 Illustration of ZD. (a) Two packets collide in slot-1, and are retransmitted
in the next slot. The first segment of packet-1 and the last segment of packet-2 are
free of collision in slot-1; thus, they are retrievable. (b) By canceling the retrieved
segments, the third segment of packet-2 becomes free of collision in slot-1, while the
second segment of packet-2 becomes free of collision in slot-2.

timing. The two retransmitted packets are retrieved with probability ω; however, ZD
failed to retrieve both the packets with probability (1− ω).

3.3.2 Straightforward Implementation

Let us first consider a straightforward implementation of ZD into frameless ALOHA,
where the scheme is termed ZDFA. In this scenario, users operate in the same manner
as in the original frameless ALOHA, except for the requested retransmission caused by
the feedback signal from the BS. When the BS broadcasts the two-bit feedback signal
upon detecting collision of two packets, the colliding users immediately retransmit
their packets in the next time slot, while the other users refrain from transmitting.
When the slot ends, all the users restart the probabilistic transmission.

Theoretical Analysis for Packet Loss Rate

Let us consider the theoretical expression for the PLR of ZDFA. Transmission of users
can be depicted via bipartite graph as well as the original frameless ALOHA. The
bipartite graph consists of variable nodes, observation nodes, and edges between two
kinds of nodes. Variable and observation nodes correspond to transmitted packets
and time slots, respectively, and the edge denotes that the packet of the connected
variable node is transmitted in the slot of the connected observation node. Moreover,
degree of the node is defined as the number of edges connected to the node; degree
of variable node shows the number of times the corresponding user has transmitted
during the frame, and degree of observation node indicates the number of users that
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have transmitted in the slot. For the sake of visibility, the additional slot for ZD is
omitted in the graph, as the additional slots always appear after two packets collide.

Similar to the original frameless ALOHA, density evolution [23] can be used to
analyze the asymptotic performance. Recall that, given the number of time slots T ,
the PLR performance of the original frameless ALOHA can be given by

pe(T ) = L(1− ρ(1− x
(T )
l )), (3.1)

where x
(T )
l denotes the probability that the edge is connected to the variable node of

an unretrieved user at the l-th iteration and given by

x
(T )
l = λ(1− ρ(1− x

(T )
l−1))

= λ

(
1− ρ1 −

N∑
k=2

ρk(1− x
(T )
l−1)

k−1

)
. (3.2)

Regarding ZDFA, additional packet retrieval through ZD should be considered.
Note that (1− ρ(1− x

(T )
l−1)) in (3.2) gives the probability that the edge is connected to

the observation nodes corresponding to the colliding slots. In the original frameless
ALOHA, BS can resolve the collision only when slots become singletons. In contrast,
in ZDFA, BS can also resolve the collision when slots contain collision of two packets.
This modification can be reflected in the analysis yielding

x
(T )
l = λ

(
1− ρ1 − ρ2

(
ω + (1− ω)(1− x

(T )
l−1)

)
−

N∑
k=3

ρk(1− x
(T )
l−1)

k−1

)
, (3.3)

and if ω is 1, i.e., ZD always succeeds1, (3.3) is simplified to

x
(T )
l = λ

(
1− ρ1 − ρ2 −

N∑
k=3

ρk(1− x
(T )
l−1)

k−1

)
. (3.4)

In (3.3) and (3.4), additional slots dedicated to ZD for immediate retransmission are
implicitly ignored, and thus the theoretical PLR curve shows an earlier waterfall region
than the exact PLR performance. Therefore, the penalty for the additional slots should
be included. If there are T independent slots in which users can perform probabilistic
transmission, the average number of resulted slots including required retransmission is
calculated as (T + TR2), where R2 is the probability that the observation node has

1Probability ω can be regarded as the probability of the number of segments being sufficiently
large.
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degree-2. Then, the PLR performance of ZDFA can be given by

p(ZD)
e (T + TR2) = L

(
1− ρ1 − ρ2 −

N∑
k=3

ρk(1− x
(T )
l )k−1

)
, (3.5)

or if there are T time slots in total (including required retransmission), we have

p(ZD)
e (T ) = L

(
1− ρ1 − ρ2 −

N∑
k=3

ρk(1− x

(
T

1+R2

)
l )k−1

)
. (3.6)

Throughput Performance of ZigZag Decodable Frameless ALOHA

This study focused on the achievable throughput performance of ZDFA. By using (3.6),
the throughput performance at the T -th slot, namely S(T ), is defined as

S(T ) ≜
N(1− p

(ZD)
e (T ))

T
. (3.7)

The throughput performance (and consequently PLR performance) of ZDFA is
determined by the target degree, which is optimized to maximize the throughput
performance. According to [94], the average throughput performance of frameless
ALOHA can be maximized by finding the optimal target degree which maximizes
the peak throughput. At the peak point, the corresponding PLR should be less than
the given threshold. It is worth noting that the retrieval of all the users would result
in a large delay because of the probabilistic transmission [67]. In this study, the
optimization policy used in [94] was followed, and the optimal target degree for ZDFA
was obtained using the following optimization problem:

max
G

sup
T

S(T ) (3.8)

s.t. p(ZD)
e (T ∗) ≤ 1− α, (3.9)

where T ∗ = arg supTS(T ) and α denotes the threshold on the fraction of retrieved
users.

By using brute-force search over G, G = 3.76 was revealed to achieve the highest
throughput performance, where the corresponding peak throughput was 0.856, while
the original frameless ALOHA with the optimal target degree of G = 3.09 achieved the
peak throughput of 0.867 [94]. The result reveals that straightforward implementation
of ZD into frameless ALOHA causes degradation of the throughput performance. Figure
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PLR performance of ZDFA
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Fig. 3.3 Comparison of PLR performance of ZDFA and the original frameless ALOHA.
The target degree of G = 3.76 is used for all curves, and N = 104. ZDFA has higher
error floor than frameless ALOHA.

3.3 depicts the PLR performance of ZDFA with G = 3.76, where the number of users
is supposed to be 104. For comparison, the PLR performance of the original frameless
ALOHA with the optimal target degree G = 3.76 is shown. We confirmed that our
derived analysis (3.5) coincides with the result of computer simulations, verifying
that the theoretical analysis provides the exact PLR performance of ZDFA. The PLR
performance of frameless ALOHA should have an error floor caused by the probability
that the user never transmits during the frame. Hence, for frameless ALOHA, a higher
transmission probability results in lower error floor. However, in Fig. 3.3, ZDFA shows
higher error floor than the original frameless ALOHA while ZDFA with G = 3.76

uses the same transmission probability as frameless ALOHA with G = 3.76. This is
because ZDFA uses some slots for the required retransmission to perform ZD, where
other users are prohibited to transmit. In other words, even if the frame length is
T , users do not always have T chances to transmit their packets, thus resulting in
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a high error floor. Although the occurrence of waterfall in ZDFA is earlier than in
frameless ALOHA, a higher error floor limits the number of retrieved users, and hence
the resulting throughput performance is lower than that of frameless ALOHA. In other
words, lowering the error floor of ZDFA is an obvious solution to the degradation of
the throughput performance.

3.3.3 Enhanced ZigZag Decodable Frameless ALOHA

To solve the aforementioned problem of lower throughput performance in ZDFA as
compared to frameless ALOHA, we propose E-ZDFA, which lowers the error floor by
utilizing additional one-bit feedback from the BS. E-ZDFA exploits three additional
features: retransmission canceling, transmission probability updating, and predictive-
canceling. Specifically, the BS uses a feedback signal when a single user has been
retrieved from collision-free slot or two users have been retrieved through ZD. With the
feedback, the retrieved user can acknowledge that its own packet has been successfully
retrieved. Then, the user stops retransmitting in the following slots to suppress collision.
Simultaneously, other users also acknowledge that one (or two) user(s) has (have) been
retrieved, and the number of contending users decreases; if the feedback indicating the
retrieval of the transmitted packet is received after receiving the feedback requiring
retransmission, the number of retrieved packets is considered to be two, as the BS
broadcasts the feedback requiring retransmission upon detecting collision between
two packets; otherwise, only one user is retrieved via collision-free reception. Next,
transmission probability in E-ZDFA is dynamically updated, i.e., increased to encourage
transmission of other users. Moreover, as the BS knows when the retrieved packets are
transmitted, it is able to cancel retrieved packets as soon as the packet arrives, thus
performing ZD. The three aforementioned features work together to lower the error
floor, and exploit higher throughput performance than that in the original frameless
ALOHA.

Feedback Signal Utilization

In E-ZDFA, the BS broadcasts a feedback signal to users when the transmitted packets
are retrieved via ZD, as well as when only one packet is received and retrieved. It is
worth noting that the feedback signal does not require to specify which user is retrieved,
and hence the feedback only requires additional one-bit; regardless of whether the
transmitted packet(s) is (are) retrieved. Users who have acknowledged that their
packets are retrieved cancel their retransmission in the following slots (retransmission
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canceling). Note that, in the original frameless ALOHA, the retransmission canceling
does not improve throughput performance, neither does it lower the error floor, as the
SIC and retransmission canceling are interchangeable. However, in case of ZD, the
retransmission canceling should be performed first, and it plays an important role in
lowering error floor and increasing throughput by retrieving more users.

Owing to retransmission canceling, the channel load decreases as the frame size
increases, and users are able to transmit more frequently. Hence, E-ZDFA dynamically
increases the transmission probability of users (transmission probability updating). Note
that all the users are able to know the number of users who have stopped retransmission
by observing the feedback from the BS. Let us denote N

(T )
ret by the number of users

acknowledged by the BS as retrieved until the T -th slot. Then, instead of the original
transmission probability of p = G/N , the probability at the T -th slot is dynamically
updated as

p(EZ)(T ) =
G

N −N
(T )
ret

. (3.10)

Conventional frameless ALOHA also uses a feedback signal, which indicates the end
of a frame; the feedback signal only requires one-bit. In E-ZDFA, the BS broadcasts a
feedback signal to inform users about the following four conditions:

• The transmitted packet(s) is (are) retrieved.

• Two packets are collided, and the corresponding users are required to retransmit.

• The frame is ended as the desired PLR has been achieved at the BS.

• The frame is continued as the desired PLR has not been achieved.

Therefore, the feedback signal of E-ZDFA only requires at most two bits, which can be
neglected for evaluating throughput performance.

Predictive Cancelling of Packets

Although the feedback signal can stop retransmission of retrieved users, users retrieved
via SIC do not stop retransmission as they cannot acknowledge whether their packets
have been retrieved. However, BS can recall that each packet contains the information
indicating the time slots in which the packet is transmitted; thus, the BS can predict
when retrieved packets are transmitted. This feature allows the BS to cancel retrieved
packets as soon as a packet is received (predictive-canceling).

Figure 3.4 illustrates predictive-canceling. In Fig. 3.4-(a), three users transmit in a
time slot, and one of them has already been retrieved through SIC. As the BS knows
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.4 Illustration of predictive-canceling. (a) Three users transmit simultaneously,
and one has already been retrieved via SIC. (b) The BS can cancel the packet as it
knows that the packet will be transmitted in this slot. The slot can be regarded as
degree-2 slot. (c) The BS requires the users to retransmit packets immediately to
perform ZD.

that the slot contains the retrieved packet, the BS cancels the packet, as shown in
Fig. 3.4-(b). Then, the slot becomes degree-2 so that the BS broadcasts the second
feedback requiring the three users to immediately retransmit the packets in the next
slot. After canceling the retrieved packet from the received packet, the BS performs
ZD to these two slots, as shown in Fig. 3.4-(c). Suppose that ZD has succeeded and
the BS broadcasts the fourth feedback, users can guess that two packets are retrieved
via ZD and increase N

(T )
ret by two.

Error Floor Analysis for Enhanced ZigZag Decodable Frameless ALOHA

Owing to the retransmission canceling and transmission probability updating, the
degree distribution of E-ZDFA varies dynamically as the number of slots increases. As
a result, it is difficult to track the exact behavior of degree distributions; hence, density
evolution cannot be straightforwardly applied into E-ZDFA. A simple yet informative
approach to analyze the system is to derive the error floor of E-ZDFA. Frameless
ALOHA protocols have an error floor because of the probabilistic transmission, and the
error floor is calculated by considering the probability that the user never transmits
during the frame. Higher error floor yields an unstable system, where non-negligible
fraction of users are not retrieved upon terminating the frame. At this point, our
proposed E-ZDFA dynamically updates the transmission probability and is expected
to have lower error floor than the original frameless ALOHA. Therefore, instead of the
exact PLR analysis, we theoretically derived the error floor of E-ZDFA by analyzing
N

(T )
ret .
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Let us define N (T ) ≜ N −N
(T )
ret as the number of contending users at the T -th slot.

Hence, the probability that k users transmit at the k-th slot, namely R
(T )
k is given by

R
(T )
k =

(
N (T )

k

)(
p(EZ)(T )

)k (
1− p(EZ)(T )

)N(T )−k
. (3.11)

The probability of a single user being retrieved from collision-free reception is
R

(T )
1 , and the probability that two users are retrieved via ZD is ωR

(T )
2 . Moreover, the

probability that retrieved packets are included in a received signal should be considered.
Thus, the density evolution analysis for ZDFA was used to estimate the number of
retrieved packets. Let us denote the approximated PLR at the T -th slot by β(T ),
which is defined as in (3.6) by using density evolution. When the slot has degree-k,
the probability that (k − 1) edges have been retrieved so that the remaining packet
can be retrieved is (

k

1

)
β(T ) (1− β(T ))k−1 , (3.12)

and similarly, the probability of two packets remaining is(
k

2

)
(β(T ))2 (1− β(T ))k−2 . (3.13)

Then, N (T )
ret is calculated as

N
(T )
ret ≈N

(T−1)
ret +R

(T )
1 + 2ωR

(T )
2

+
N(T )∑
k=3

R
(T )
k

((
k

1

)
β(T ) (1− β(T ))k−1 + 2ω

(
k

2

)
(β(T ))2 (1− β(T ))k−2

)
,

(3.14)

where N
(T )
ret is updated while the inequality

N
(T )
ret

N
+ (1− β(T )) ≤ 1 (3.15)

is satisfied. Furthermore, if N (T )
ret /N + (1 − β(T )) > 1, N (T )

ret is not updated and the
same transmission probability is used in following slots.
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By using (3.14), the transmission probability at the T -th slot can be theoretically
calculated. Finally, the error floor for the PLR performance of E-ZDFA is given by

pe,LB(T + TR̄
(T )
2 ) =

T∏
t=1

(1− p(EZ)(t)), (3.16)

or equivalently

pe,LB(T ) =

T

1+R̄
(T )
2∏

t=1

(1− p(EZ)(t)), (3.17)

where R̄
(T )
2 is the average fraction of additional slots occurring with T original slots

and given by

R̄
(T )
2 =

∑T
t=1R

(t)
2

T
. (3.18)

3.4 Numerical Examples

3.4.1 Throughput and Packet Loss Rate Performance

We here evaluated the achievable throughput performance of E-ZDFA. While ZDFA,
which does not consider retransmission canceling, transmission probability updating,
and predictive canceling, can be theoretically analyzed via density evolution, E-ZDFA
cannot be analyzed via density evolution because of these additional features. Hence,
we cannot theoretically optimize the target degree so as to maximize the throughput
performance. Therefore, in order to investigate the achievable throughput performance
of E-ZDFA, let us consider to use computer simulations to seek the target degree
that maximizes the average throughput. Although such heuristic search does not
necessarily yield the global-optimum of the target degree, the solution guarantees how
much performance gain can be at least achieved via E-ZDFA. By using the brute-force
search, the target degree of G = 3.32 yielded the highest throughput of 0.929, which
outperforms the peak throughput of conventional frameless ALOHA, namely 0.867.

Figure 3.5 depicts the PLR performance of E-ZDFA with G = 3.32. For comparison,
PLR performance of ZDFA (without additional feedback) with G = 3.32 and the
original frameless ALOHA with the optimized target degree G = 3.09 are also depicted.
Note that the PLR curves in Fig. 3.5 are obtained through computer simulations, not
including the theoretical error floor analysis. The comparison of E-ZDFA and ZDFA
showed that transmission probability updating lowers the error floor, while showing an
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PLR performance of E-ZDFA
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Fig. 3.5 PLR performance of E-ZDFA. E-ZDFA, frameless ALOHA, and ZDFA use the
target degree of G = 3.32, G = 3.09, and G = 3.32, respectively. The number of users
is 104. E-ZDFA is observed to achieve lower error floor than the original frameless
ALOHA and ZDFA, while showing earlier waterfall region.

earlier waterfall region. Moreover, E-ZDFA is observed to have a lower error floor than
conventional frameless ALOHA owing to the additional features. Notably, the PLR of
E-ZDFA approaches the theoretical error floor given in (3.17) with increasing number
of time slots, where the error floor achieves lower PLR than ZDFA and frameless
ALOHA.

3.4.2 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Approaches

E-ZDFA automatically determines the suitable frame length due to the frameless
structure and achieves the designed throughput performance for any number of users.
This section shows the comparison of E-ZDFA with state-of-the-art coded ALOHA
scheme, namely IRSA with degree distribution derived in [63], in terms of average
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throughput. In this study, the degree distribution for IRSA is used as

L(x) =0.494155x2 + 0.159085x3 + 0.107372x4 + 0.070336x5 + 0.045493x6

+ 0.019898x7 + 0.024098x11 + 0.008636x12 + 0.005940x13 + 0.008749x15

+ 0.002225x18 + 0.001261x20 + 0.002607x22 + 0.008092x23 + 0.002287x24

+ 0.012274x25 + 0.002530x26 + 0.003094x27 + 0.002558x28 + 0.005891x29

+ 0.013419x30, (3.19)

where the peak throughput is 0.977.
With this degree distribution, each user decides the number of retransmissions and

then selects time slots to transmit the packet from the frame. Therefore, while E-ZDFA
and frameless ALOHA automatically determine the frame length, IRSA requires the
BS to determine the frame length prior to transmission. Moreover, the suitable frame
length varies with the number of users, and the BS should obtain the appropriate
frame length before the beginning of every frame. In the evaluation, for each number of
users, the frame length that yields the highest throughput is obtained via brute-force
search; the throughput performance of IRSA is maximized at every point. Although
this setting is a bias in favor of IRSA, our proposed E-ZDFA still achieves higher
throughput performance than IRSA for a practical number of users, i.e., N ≤ 1000.

Figure 3.6 shows the throughput performance against the number of users in the
network, When N = 104, IRSA shows the highest throughput performance as it
asymptotically exhibits the throughput of 0.977. However, when the number of users
decreases, the throughput of IRSA worsens than E-ZDFA even for a suitable frame
length. The original frameless ALOHA also outperforms IRSA for N ≤ 500. This
is because the degree distribution of IRSA is optimized so that the peak throughput
is maximized in the asymptotic setting, where numbers of users and time slots are
infinite. Therefore, if the number of users is not sufficiently large for a typical actual
degree distribution in the graph, the performance significantly degrades. In contrast,
E-ZDFA and frameless ALOHA show less degradation of throughput than IRSA as the
degree of frameless ALOHA schemes follows binomial distribution, which has a gentler
slope than the optimized degree distribution of (3.19). Therefore, frameless ALOHA
schemes can reproduce the designed degree distribution even when the number of users
is not very large; thus, the achieved throughput performance is close to the designed
performance. In other words, E-ZDFA and frameless ALOHA are more suitable for
multiple access in the network with fluctuating demands than IRSA. Furthermore,
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Fig. 3.6 Throughput performance versus the number of users. E-ZDFA and frameless
ALOHA use the target degree of G − 3.32 and G = 3.09, respectively, while IRSA
uses the optimized degree distribution of (3.19). IRSA has the highest throughput
performance when N = 104, while the throughput of IRSA degrades as the number
of users decreases. E-ZDFA achieves higher throughput performance than IRSA with
practically large number of users.

owing to the use of ZD, E-ZDFA always achieves higher throughput than the original
frameless ALOHA.

3.4.3 Effect of Threshold on Packet Loss Rate

Let us consider how the threshold on PLR, namely α, affects the throughput of E-ZDFA,
by comparing with that of frameless ALOHA. Recall that frameless ALOHA protocols
are terminated when ⌊αN⌋ packets are retrieved at the BS. Owing to the probabilistic
transmission of users, larger α is considered to require larger number of time slots, and
hence the throughput would be degraded. At this point, as E-ZDFA achieves lower
error floor than the original frameless ALOHA, E-ZDFA is expected to be more robust
against the increase of α than frameless ALOHA.
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Fig. 3.7 Throughput performance versus the threshold on PLR, namely (1−α). E-ZDFA
and frameless ALOHA use the target degree of G− 3.32 and G = 3.09, respectively,
and the number of users is 104. E-ZDFA achieves higher throughput performance for
arbitrary value of (1− α).

Figure 3.7 shows the throughput performance of E-ZDFA with different values of
α, where the horizontal axis corresponds to the required PLR, namely (1− α), and
the number of users is set to N = 104. The threshold on PLR can be regarded as
the guaranteed PLR, as the transmission continues until the PLR achieves threshold.
From the figure, E-ZDFA is shown to achieve higher throughput than the original
frameless ALOHA for all α. Moreover, the degradation of throughput according to
the increase of α (decrease of 1 − α) is suppressed as E-ZDFA achieves lower error
floor than frameless ALOHA, as already discussed earlier. Thus, the result confirms
that E-ZDFA is capable of achieving higher throughput than frameless ALOHA, while
achieving arbitrary PLR.

Although E-ZDFA has been shown to achieve higher average throughput than
the original frameless ALOHA, the variance of throughput should be small so as
to realize stable system. Figure 3.8 shows the variance of throughput of E-ZDFA
and frameless ALOHA. For most values of α, E-ZDFA achieves lower variance than
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Fig. 3.8 Variance of throughput versus (1− α). E-ZDFA is observed to achieve lower
variance than the original frameless ALOHA for arbitrary (1− α).

frameless ALOHA. This is also due to the fact that E-ZDFA has lower error floor. At
the point of 1.0−α = 10−3, i.e. 99.9% of users are required to be retrieved, the variance
of E-ZDFA becomes slightly higher than frameless ALOHA. However, the gap between
them is only 10−4 and is negligible, while the gap between achieved throughput is 0.11

as seen in Fig. 3.7. Hence, we can conclude that our proposed E-ZDFA is not only
capable of achieving higher throughput than the original frameless ALOHA, but also
robust against the requirement for the PLR performance.

3.4.4 Throughput Performance in the Presence of Positive Prob-
ability of ZD Failure

Finally, we evaluated the throughput performance of E-ZDFA in a practical situation,
where ZD fails to retrieve packets with positive probability (1 − ω). Consider a
large-scale network, e.g., N = 1000, and the threshold on PLR is set to α = 0.8. In
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Fig. 3.9 Throughput performance versus the probability of the failure of ZD, namely
(1−ω). E-ZDFA uses the target degree of G−3.32, and IRSA uses the degree distribution
of (3.19). In order to outperform IRSA by E-ZDFA, the required probability is 0.215.

practicality, the difference between the arrivals of packets is realized by the random
selection of back-off patterns by users. Hence, the probability of the failure of ZD
is obtained through the number of possible patterns. Specifically, if the number of
back-off patterns is denoted by CW, then the probability is calculated as

1− ω =
1

CW
. (3.20)

Figure 3.9 shows the throughput performance of E-ZDFA for various values of (1−ω).
For comparison, IRSA with the degree distribution [63] is also depicted. E-ZDFA can
be observed to outperform IRSA when (1−ω) ≥ 0.215, and the corresponding value of
CW is approximately 4.65. Therefore, to outperform the conventional IRSA, only five
back-off patterns are required. Especially, it was addressed by Gollakota and Katabi [86]
that CW is initialized to 32 in standard 802.11, resulting in (1− ω) = 1/32 = 0.03125.
As shown in the figure, (1− ω) = 0.03125 yields throughput of 0.91. Therefore, even
in a practical situation, our proposed E-ZDFA outperforms the state-of-the-art IRSA.
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3.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we investigated the application of ZD into frameless ALOHA, and
revealed that the straightforward application of ZD causes higher error floor than in the
original frameless ALOHA, thus resulting in lower throughput performance. To deal
with the error floor problem, we proposed E-ZDFA, which utilizes one-bit additional
feedback. This additional feature allows E-ZDFA to achieve lower error floor and higher
throughput performance than state-of-the-art IRSA and frameless ALOHA. Moreover,
E-ZDFA was confirmed to be robust against the requirement of PLR.

This chapter revealed that our proposed E-ZDFA outperformed conventional IRSA
in terms of throughput with practically large number of users, e.g., approximately 1000.
It is worth noting that, in networks with practical scale, E-ZDFA achieves the highest
throughput performance than conventional schemes. Hence, we conclude that this
chapter largely contributes to the improvement of random access protocols in terms of
throughput.



Chapter 4

Frameless ALOHA with Cooperative
Base Stations

Although ZigZag deciding (ZD) enables frameless ALOHA to improve its throughput
performance, the base station (BS) is required to implement ZigZag decoding, which
would be an additional cost compared to the conventional schemes. Moreover, because
of the massive number of contending users, the number of unique preambles equipped
at the start of packets would be also massive, which may result in huge computation
to detect collision. These problems motivate us to consider another frameless ALOHA
scheme, which can achieve higher throughput performance while not increasing the
complexity. Herein, we consider the problem of cooperative multi-access in the presence
of overlapped coverage areas. Assuming a frameless ALOHA transmission scheme, we
derive exact analytical throughput expressions for throughput in the aforementioned
scenarios as a function of the frame length of the system and for arbitrary average
numbers of users transmitting in each slot (target degree). After obtaining these original
expressions, we then formulate a utility function whose maximization (obtained, e.g.,
through genetic algorithms) yields unequal and optimum target degrees to be employed
by users in each group in order to maximize the peak throughput of the whole system,
while satisfying a given prescribed outage. A comparison of the resulting cooperative
multiple BS multi-access scheme against optimized single-BS frameless ALOHA systems
— which presume the perfect isolation of users at each BS and an equal optimum target
degree for all users — indicates a significant gain in overall throughput, thereby
revealing that a “multi-access diversity gain” can be reaped by allowing groups of users
from different BSs to overlap.
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4.1 Introduction

While cooperation of BSs has been well studied in the context of cellular systems
[95], [96], the application of multiple BS cooperation into wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) or WLANs, is recently gathering interests [97], [98]. Multiple BS cooperation
obviously enhances the connectivity of a wireless network. Moreover, the cooperation
so as to increase throughput has been actively discussed. In [99], an interference
cancellation-based non-orthogonal multiple-access (NOMA) scheme with multiple BSs
was proposed. That scheme exploits the difference between received power among
multiple BSs in order to retrieve colliding packets, and jointly optimizes the power
allocation of users as well as the BS association to ensure that the capacity of each BS
is maximized while minimizing total transmission power. In addition, an opportunistic
transmission method in a multi-cell network is discussed in [100], where each user
simultaneously considers whether 1) the channel gain to the receiver is sufficiently
large, and 2) the interference that a user causes to other receivers is sufficiently small.
These schemes attempt to maximize network throughput by considering the signal
power and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), which is achieved by focusing
on the physical layer rather than the medium access control (MAC) layer itself. When
it comes to the MAC layer, inter-slot SIC (hereafter termed SIC) over a multiple-BS
network was recently studied by [87]. In that study, the authors proposed improving
SIC performance via multiple BS cooperation via a system in which users transmit
their packets using the framed ALOHA strategy described by [57], and BSs share
retrieved packets using a backhaul network that allows each BS to cancel the shared
packets. Moreover, supposing that users and BSs are deployed following a PPP,
analytical expressions for the packet loss rate (PLR) and throughput are derived, with
the analysis results used to optimize the number of user retransmissions. The main
conclusion reached in [87] is that it is nearly optimal for all the users to transmit twice
during the frame.

However, while the work of [87] is very informative, it faces several practical
limitations. For instance, regarding the user transmission protocol, the framed structure
requires a suitable number of time slots, which is a challenging requirement for multiple-
BS networks since each BS will have a different number of users. Moreover, the
optimized transmission strategy might be sub-optimal in practice due to the PPP
assumption. Furthermore, the proposed optimization method presupposes that the
average number of BSs connected to each user is identical, while in practice the number
of BSs and the retransmission numbers are different for each user.
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In this chapter, we derive an exact theoretical PLR expression for coded ALOHA
with multiple BS cooperation. Specifically, we assume the use of frameless ALOHA
[67], which is a recently proposed coded ALOHA scheme in which the frame length is
automatically determined on the fly under the constraint that sufficiently large packet
numbers are retrieved. This frameless ALOHA scheme is well suited for multiple-BS
networks because its frameless structure is realized via probabilistic user retransmissions
that are based on a given transmission probability, thus avoiding the problem of frame
length determination that arises in framed schemes. In contrast to the approximated
analysis of [87], the exact analysis takes into account the connectivity of users and BSs
so that packet sharing among BSs can be precisely tracked. Our proposed analysis
is then employed to optimize the average number of user retransmissions so as to
maximize the network throughput. A comparison of the resulting cooperative multiple-
BS multi-access scheme against optimized single-BS frameless ALOHA systems — which
presumes perfect user isolation at each BS and an equal and optimum average number
of retransmissions for all users — indicates a significant gain in the overall throughput,
thus revealing that a “multi-access diversity gain” can be reaped by allowing user groups
from different BSs to overlap. The theoretical analysis of throughput is further used to
quantitatively evaluate the multi-access diversity gain, with the results confirming that
the gain grows as the number of BSs increases. Numerical examples demonstrate that
the proposed frameless ALOHA with optimized parameters exhibits higher maximum
throughput performance than the state-of-the-art multiple BS random access scheme
proposed in [87]. The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• We derive an exact theoretical throughput expression for frameless ALOHA with
multiple BS cooperation and demonstrate its application to the optimization of
transmission probabilities in order to maximize the achievable throughput.

• Simple lower and upper bounds for cooperative throughput are introduced to
calculate the throughput performance for a large number of BSs in order to
guarantee that the multi-access diversity gain increases as the number of BSs
increases.

• The results show that our proposed scheme outperforms the conventional scheme
in [87] in terms of maximum throughput.

This chapter contributes to the increase of throughput of systems with multiple BSs;
not only cellular networks, but also relatively small yet dense networks, e.g., WLANs.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the
system model and describes frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation. In section
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4.3, a theoretical throughput analysis of frameless ALOHA with and without multiple
BS cooperation is presented. The results are then used to obtain the multi-access
diversity gain. While the analysis results can be applied to an arbitrary number of
BSs, we specifically demonstrate its utility in a three-BS network. Moreover, the
upper and lower bounds of the multi-access diversity gain are introduced. Section 4.4
shows some numerical results related to the target degree optimization and the average
throughput performance, as well as a comparison with a state-of-the-art scheme named
spatio-temporal cooperation [87]. Those results show that our proposed scheme achieves
a higher throughput performance. Finally, we conclude the chapter in Section 4.6.

4.2 System Model

4.2.1 Network Model

Throughout this chapter, we will consider a network with N users and M BSs. Each
user has one packet at the start of a frame, and no new packets are generated during
the frame. Moreover, users do not have specific destinations and strive to deliver their
packets to any BSs that can receive the packets. Each user transmits the same packet
in all the time slots of the frame. Users are categorized into multiple groups depending
on which BS(s) they are able to communicate with. Let I denote the number of user
groups. It is assumed that each user can communicate with at least one BS. Thus,
there exists at most 2M − 1 user groups, where Ni denotes the number of users in the
i-th user group. Hereinafter, ui denotes the i-th user group, and sj denotes BS-j.
Figure 4.1 shows an example of a network model for M = 2.

Not only do users need to be associated with the network, they also need to know
which user group they are participating in and the number of users in the group in
order to calculate the transmission probability, as will be described later. To this
end, each user at first broadcasts a short packet to the BSs in order to announce
its intention to participate in the network prior to transmitting data. This short
packet transmission is conducted before the data transmission, and we assume that the
network association will be ideally finished, i.e., the short packet is received at the BSs
without any errors. The BSs share the received short packets with each other in order
to calculate the number of users for each group. Finally, the BSs report the number
of users in each group, and which group users belong, to the users. Although users
may be allocated randomly in practice, this chapter only considers an analysis for a
deterministic allocation because our analysis method can be applied to any network
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Group-3

Group-2
Group-1

BS-1 BS-2

: User

Fig. 4.1 An example of a network model for M = 2. Users in group-3 (u3) can
communicate with both BSs, which are connected via a backhaul network.

simply by changing the number of users in each group. It is assumed that all of the
BSs are connected to each other via a backhaul network, so they can communicate
with each other without errors. Additionally, all the users and BSs are assumed to be
temporally synchronized so that each transmission occurs in a time slot.

4.2.2 Frameless ALOHA Transmission

In every time slot, each user decides whether or not to transmit its own packet using a
transmission probability. The transmission probability of ui is given by pi = Gi/Ni,
where Gi is called the target degree, which is defined as the average number of users in
ui transmitting in one time slot. As stated above, before they can calculate pi, users
need to know their group index i and Ni. Target degrees can be arbitrarily set and are
shared among each user group. Although target degrees can be changed at every time
slot, as mentioned in [67], that study also shows that even a constant target degree
yields a throughput performance comparable with that for multiple target degrees.
Thus, hereafter we only consider constant target degrees for each user group.

Frameless ALOHA transmission can be represented by a bipartite graph that
consists of edges and two kinds of nodes: variable nodes and observation nodes.
Variable nodes and observation nodes correspond to information packets and received
packets, respectively. Note that since M BSs in the network simultaneously receive
packets, M observation nodes exist for each time slot. When the frame length is T ,
there are MT observation nodes in the transmission graph. The user transmission is
depicted by an edge between the variable and observation nodes. The number of edges
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Group-1: u1 u3 u2

BS-1: s1 s2

u1 u3 u2

s1 s2

u1 u3 u2

s1 s2

1 2 5 6 3 4

1 2 5 6 3 4

1 2 5 6 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

(a) Step (1).

(b) Step (2).

(c) Packet sharing of BSs.

Fig. 4.2 Transmission graph and SIC. (a) An example of a transmission graph. The user-
5 packet can be retrieved at s2. (b) The user-5 packet is subtracted from corresponding
received packets. (c) The use of multiple BS cooperation makes it possible for s1 to
subtract the user-5 packet from the corresponding received packets.

connected to each node is called the degree of the node. Note that the degree of a
variable node corresponds to the number of user transmissions in the frame, while the
degree of an observation node corresponds to the number of users transmitting in the
time slot. Hereinafter, we refer to the bipartite graph as a transmission graph in order
to emphasize that the graph visually represents the user transmissions. In order to
help readers to visually understand the bipartite graph, an example of a transmission
graph with M = 2 BSs is shown in Fig. 4.2. In the example, user-5 belonging to u3

transmits the packet in slot-2 and slot-4. Since packets transmitted by users in u3 can
be received at both s1 and s2, the variable node of user-5 is connected with observation
nodes of slot-2 and slot-4 of s1 and s2.
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4.2.3 Packet Retrieval with Multiple Base Station Cooperation

Since users transmit their packets independently, some users may transmit simulta-
neously in the same slot, thus leading to packet collisions. Packets that collide are
considered to be lost since, for mathematical tractability reasons, the capture effect
[69] is not considered. Since this model is considered to be the worst-case scenario, it
provides a lower-bound to throughput performance in practical situations where the
capture effect would be available. Hence, the model is both relevant and useful because
it permits an achievable performance to be obtained, and has been used in numerous
conventional studies, e.g. [56, 57, 87]. It is worth noting that users existing near the
boundary of coverage areas would cause interference to the other BS, while the other
BS cannot retrieve the packet because of low-received power. However, as the number
of retransmission of users is not large, where the average number of retransmission is
given by Gi, we assume that the effect of this interference can be negligible, so that
the model performs as the worst-case scenario. It is further assumed that BSs are
able to distinguish the conditions for each time slot: (i) no users have transmitted,
(ii) only one user has transmitted, i.e., the time slot is a singleton, and (iii) some
users have transmitted and packets have collided. However, even if the BS detects a
collision, it cannot identify which user’s packets have collided, or how many packets
have collided. Frameless ALOHA employs SIC in order to retrieve the original packets
from collisions. The SIC for frameless ALOHA is equivalent to the peeling decoder for
low-density parity check (LDPC) codes [23]. As depicted in Fig. 4.2, the SIC process
can be described using the following steps:

(i) Retrieve the transmitted packets from singleton slots as depicted in Fig. 4.2–(a).
The slots are assumed to be empty.

(ii) Subtract the packets from all the received signals in which the packets are
included.

After step (ii), some collided packets become singletons, e.g., the second time slot of
s2 becomes a singleton in Fig. 4.2–(b), and the above operations are repeated until
all the singleton slots vanish. In order to execute step (ii), it is assumed that each
packet includes information indicating the time slot in which it is transmitted. Note
that the retrieved packets might be included in future received packets. To this end,
if each user identification (ID) is used as a seed for a random generator for choosing
time slots in which to transmit, the receiver can determine all the future transmissions
and subtract signals from all the received packets [88]. We assume that a backhaul
network is used among the participating BSs in order to immediately share successfully
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retrieved packets, so that the received packets are subtracted from all the received
signals in which shared packets are included, thus leading to additional singleton time
slots, as shown in Fig. 4.2–(c). The combination of shared packets among BSs with
SIC is equivalent to the decoding process in spatio-temporal cooperation, which was
proposed by [87]. In frameless ALOHA, the frame length can be arbitrarily extended
to retrieve more transmitted packets. However, a large number of time slots may be
required to retrieve all the transmitted packets, which could result in significant delays.
In this chapter, it is assumed that the frame is terminated when ⌊αN⌋ packets are
successfully retrieved, thus providing a point where the threshold α ∈ (0, 1] can be set
arbitrarily.

Upon transmission, slots are organized into a frame, with the start and end of the
frame reported by the receiver via a beacon. The name frameless comes from the fact
that the frame length is not a priori fixed. Users whose packets were not retrieved in
the previous frame will retransmit the same packets in the next frame. Thus, there is
only one feedback from BSs, where the feedback signal stops user transmissions. To
this end, after each slot, it is presumed that the users will wait a short period for the
feedback signal. If users do not receive the feedback signal, they continue the frameless
ALOHA transmission.

4.2.4 Degree Distributions

Let us denote the number of time slots by T . Degree distributions characterize the
randomly constructed transmission graph and can be used to theoretically analyze the
PLR for frameless ALOHA. We define Li,k as the probability that the variable node
for a user in ui has a degree-k, i.e., that the user in ui has transmitted the packet k

times during T slots. The probability Li,k is given by

Li,k =

(
T

k

)
pki (1− pi)

T−k. (4.1)

Furthermore, Ri,k is the probability that k users in ui transmit in the slot. Then,
the probability is given by

Ri,k =

(
Ni

k

)
pki (1− pi)

Ni−k. (4.2)
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Using the probabilities, node-perspective degree distributions are defined as

Li(x) ≜
T∑

k=0

Li,kx
k, (4.3)

and

Ri(x) ≜
Ni∑
k=0

Ri,kx
k, (4.4)

where x is a dummy variable.
The node-perspective degree distributions yield edge-perspective degree distributions

as

λi(x) ≜
T∑

k=1

λi,kx
k−1 = L′

i(x)/L
′
i(1), (4.5)

and

ρi(x) ≜
Ni∑
k=1

ρi,kx
k−1 = R′

i(x)/R
′
i(1). (4.6)

Hereafter, for the sake of brevity, we will use the symbol ui to refer either the user
group or a packet of the user in the group, according to context. The coefficient in (4.5),
namely λi,k, denotes the probability that the transmitted packet ui is retransmitted
k times during the frame. Similarly, ρi,k in (4.6) denotes the probability that the
transmitted packet ui has collided with other (k − 1) packets transmitted by users in
ui in the slot.

4.3 Throughput Analysis

In this section, we will attempt to quantitatively determine how much performance
improvement can be achieved via multiple BS cooperation. To this end, we derive
theoretical expressions for the frameless ALOHA throughput with and without multiple
BS cooperation. Given a number of time slots T , the throughput S(T ) is defined as
the fraction of successfully retrieved packets and time slots, and is given by

S(T ) ≜
Nret(T )

T
, (4.7)

where Nret(T ) denotes the number of retrieved packets within T slots, and 0 ≤
Nret(T ) ≤ N .
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Moreover, we introduce a metric named multi-access diversity gain to evaluate the
performance improvement achieved via multiple BS cooperation. We define Sc and
Snc as the throughput performance for frameless ALOHA with and without multiple
BS cooperation, respectively. Then, the multi-access diversity gain Γ is defined as

Γ ≜
Sc

Snc
. (4.8)

To theoretically calculate throughput performance, Nret(T ) should be theoretically
obtained in (4.7). To this end, denoting by pe(T ) the PLR with T time slots, Nret(T ) is
given by Nret = N(1− pe(T )), where the PLR pe(T ) needs to be theoretically derived.
In the following subsection, a theoretical PLR expression for frameless ALOHA with
multiple BSs is derived while considering two scenarios: non-cooperative BSs and
cooperative BSs.

4.3.1 Analysis of Non-Cooperative Packet Retrieval

In situations without multiple BS cooperation, each BS locally attempts to retrieve
transmitted packets. Since packets are retrieved via an iterative SIC process, a
theoretical PLR can be obtained via iterative calculations. The idea behind the
calculation is similar to the original density evolution [23]. Specifically, in order to
obtain the PLR of ui, two kinds of variables, namely x

(l)
i,j and w

(l)
i,j , are iteratively

calculated for each j in a way that ensures the users in ui can communicate with sj.
The former, x(l)

i,j ∈ [0, 1], is the probability that the packet ui will not be retrieved at
sj in the l-th iteration. This event occurs when all the retransmitted packets have
collided. Then, x(l)

i,j is given by

x
(l)
i,j =

{
λi(w

(l)
i,j ), for l ≥ 1

1, for l = 0,
(4.9)

where x
(0)
i,j = 1 indicates that no packet has been retrieved at the beginning of the

retrieval process, and λi(w
(l)
i,j) =

∑T
k=1 λi,k × (w

(l)
i,j)

k−1 corresponds to the probability
that all the incoming (k − 1) edges are still colliding.

The latter, w(l)
i,j ∈ [0, 1], is the probability that the packet ui has collided at sj in

the l-th iteration. To calculate w
(l)
i,j , we consider the probability that the transmitted

packet becomes un-collided. The probability of all users in ui except the specified user
being retrieved is ρi(1− x

(l−1)
i,j ) =

∑Ni

k=1 ρi,k × (1− x
(l−1)
i,j )k−1, and the probability that

all users in um have been retrieved is Rm(1−x
(l−1)
m,j ) =

∑Nm

k=0Rm,k× (1−x
(l−1)
m,j )k. Then,
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w
(l)
i,j is given by

w
(l)
i,j = 1− ρi(1− x

(l−1)
i,j )

∏
m:um∈U(sj)\{ui}

Rm(1− x
(l−1)
m,j ), (4.10)

where U(sj) is a set of user groups established in a way that permits users in the group
to communicate with sj . After a sufficiently large number of iterations, retrieval of the
packet ui only fails when the packet retrieval attempt fails at all the BSs. Hence, the
theoretical PLR of ui, say pe,i(T ), is obtained by

pe,i(T ) = Li(wi), (4.11)

wi ≈
∏

j:sj∈S(ui)

w
(l)
i,j , (4.12)

where S(ui) is a set of BSs to which the users in ui are connected.
The calculation of pe,i(T ) in (4.11) is identical to the original frameless ALOHA

analysis, while the calculation of wi is approximated. The approximation comes from
the assumption in (4.12), which states that the potential of a packet ui to become a
singleton at each slot is independent of each BS. However, this is not actually the case
since the packets of groups in the overlapped areas should be received simultaneously
at multiple BSs. Nevertheless, the use of this approximation allows us to simplify the
theoretical expression, as shown in (4.12), while still providing an accurate result.

4.3.2 Analysis of Cooperative Packet Retrieval

In order to clarify how to theoretically analyze the PLR for a frameless ALOHA with
multiple cooperating BSs, we derive the exact theoretical expression for the PLR for a
specific case with M = 3. When making comparisons with the non-cooperative case,
it is necessary to consider the effect of packet sharing among BSs. Thus, important
additional terms appear in the analytical equation. When M = 3, there exists at most
23 − 1 = 7 user groups.

When packet sharing is employed, a packet transmitted from the overlapped coverage
area should be retrieved simultaneously at all participating BSs. This implies that the
retrieval process for each BS is not actually independent, unlike the non-cooperative
case where the retrieval process is performed independently at each BS.

Moreover, a packet can sometimes be retrieved even if it has collided with other
packets. In Fig. 4.3, some users in u1, u2, and u7 have transmitted their packets, while
presuming that no users in u4, u5, and u6 have transmitted packets, nor of u3. Although
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Group-1: u1 u2

BS-1: s1

u3 u7

s2 s3

Fig. 4.3 An example of a transmission graph where a collided packet u1 (represented
by a filled circle) can be retrieved.

the packet u1 has collided with the packet u7, the colliding packet is retrieved at s3,
ultimately making it possible to retrieve the packet u1.

The theoretical PLR for frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation obtained
via iterative calculation of two kinds of variables, namely x

(l)
i and w

(l)
i , is needed, as

is the analysis of non-cooperative cases. The calculation of x
(l)
i is identical to the

non-cooperative case, that is

x
(l)
i =

{
λi(w

(l)
i ), for l ≥ 1

1, for l = 0.
(4.13)

As shown in Fig. 4.3, other important terms result when it comes to w
(l)
i with the

multiple BS cooperation because of further packet retrieval. We can describe w
(l)
i by

following the intuitive representation

w
(l)
i = 1− (P

(r0)
i + P

(r1)
i ), (4.14)

where P
(r0)
i is the probability that the packet is free from collision (also included in the

analysis of non-cooperative case), and P
(r1)
i is an additional term, i.e., the probability

that the packet can be retrieved after it has collided with other packets.
The variable w

(l)
i can be obtained by finding all the patterns where the packet ui

has been retrieved. Specifically, for M = 3, we have

w
(l)
1 =1− r1 (R4R6R7 + C4R2R5R6R7 + C4C5R2R3R6R7 + C6R3R4R5R7 + C6C5R2R3R4R7

+ C4C6R2R3R5R7 + C7

(
R4R5R6

(
1− R̄2R̄3

)
+ C4R2R3R5R6 + C6R2R3R4R5

))
,

(4.15)
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w
(l)
4 =1− r4(R7(R5R6(1− R̄1R̄2) + (1− R5 − C5)R1R6 + (1− R6 − C6)R2R5

+C5R6(R1 + R̄1R2R3) + C6R5(R2 + R̄2R1R3)) + C7R3R5R6(1− R̄1R̄2)), (4.16)

and

w
(l)
7 =1− r7(R4R5R6(1− R̄1R̄2R̄3) + R4R5R̄6R2 +R4R̄5R6R1 + R̄4R5R6R3). (4.17)

An algorithm that can be used to calculate w
(l)
i for an arbitrary number of BSs will

be discussed in the next section. For a sufficiently large l, the PLR for ui is theoretically
calculated as

pe,i(T ) = Li(w
(l)
i ), (4.18)

and the average PLR is given by

pe(T ) =
I∑

i=1

Ni

N
pe,i(T ). (4.19)

Generalized Analysis

The equations (4.13), (4.14), (4.18), and (4.19) still hold for general cases of M > 1.
Moreover, we can straightforwardly calculate (4.13), (4.18), and (4.19) for any given
network with an arbitrary M . The calculation of (4.14), however, cannot be solved in
a straightforward manner, as P

(r0)
i and P

(r1)
i consist of a large number of probabilities

indicating specific patterns where the specified packet can be retrieved. The specific
form of w(l)

i depends on the number of BSs and the consequent network topology, and
can only be obtained by searching all the cases where the packet ui can be retrieved.
Since the number of terms included in P

(r0)
i and P

(r1)
i is large1, it is important to take

all the patterns into consideration in order to fully reveal the throughput performance.
If some patterns are ignored in the analysis, the analytical performance becomes worse
than the practical performance. To this end, we introduce a walk graph representation
of multiple BS networks that visualizes a snapshot at the time slot. The walk graph
consists of two kinds of nodes, namely user nodes and BS nodes, which correspond
to user groups and BSs, respectively. User nodes can be connected to BS nodes that
allow communications with the corresponding user group, providing the following three
conditions are present:

1For instance, when M = 4, the number of terms included in P
(r0)
i is 69,356, and the number of

terms included in P
(r1)
i is 6,108[101].
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1. When no users in the group have transmitted in the slot (or all the transmitted
packets from the group in the slot have been retrieved), the user node has no
edges.

2. If a single packet has been transmitted in the slot (or packets from multiple
users have been transmitted and all except the packet of a single user have been
retrieved), the user node and the BS nodes are connected with one edge.

3. The user node has two edges that extend to each connectable BS node when a
collision has occurred.

Now, let us define three sets of user nodes, namely U0, U1, and U2, which include
user nodes with no edges, a single edge, and two edges in the walk graph, respectively.
For example, the walk graph corresponding to the situation of Fig. 4.3 is shown in Fig.
4.4, where U0 = {u3, u4, u5, u6}, U1 = {u1, u7}, and U2 = {u2}. The walk graph takes
3I = 32

M−1 patterns, depending on the condition of each user node, and the probability
of the instant walk graph can be obtained using degree distributions. The probability
that the user node has no edges with each connectable BS node is given by

Ri ≜ Ri(1− x
(l−1)
i ), (4.20)

and the probability that the user node has a single edge with each connectable BS
node is

Ci ≜
Ni∑
k=1

(
Ni

k

)
pki (1− pi)

Ni−kkx
(l−1)
i (1− x

(l−1)
i )k−1. (4.21)

Hence, the occurrence probability of the realization of walk graph g, such as Pr(g),
is given by

Pr(g) =
∏

i:ui∈U0

Ri

∏
j:uj∈U1

Cj

∏
k:uk∈U2

(1− Rk − Ck). (4.22)

When we focus on the user group uu, the probability that only the specified user
will remain un-retrieved in the slot is given by

ru ≜ ρu(1− x(l−1)
u ). (4.23)
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Fig. 4.4 A walk graph of the frameless ALOHA with three cooperative BSs.

Algorithm 1 Calculation of w(l)
i

Set di = 1, P (r)
i = 0

for all g ∈ Gdi=1 do
Carry out SIC on the walk graph g
if Succeeded then
P

(r)
i += Pr(g)

end if
end for
w

(l)
i = 1− P

(r)
i

Therefore, given that only the specified user in uu has transmitted, the probability
of the walk graph g is given by

Pr(g) = ru
∏

i:ui∈U0

Ri

∏
j:uj∈U1\{uu}

Cj

∏
k:uk∈U2

(1− Rk − Ck). (4.24)

Note that the walk graph has 3I patterns since there are I user groups that accept
three kinds of conditions depending on the number of edges. Thus, the probability
P

(r0)
i (P (r1)

i ) can be obtained by calculating the sum of all the probabilities of walk
graphs where the specified user can be retrieved from singleton slots (collided slots).
Let us define R(r0)

i as a set of walk graphs where the packet ui can be retrieved from
singleton slots, and R(r1)

i as a set of walk graphs where the packet can be retrieved
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from collided slots. Then, P (r0)
i and P

(r1)
i are obtained by P

(r0)
i =

∑
g∈R(r0)

i
Pr(g) and

P
(r1)
i =

∑
g∈R(r1)

i
Pr(g).

Finally, w(l)
i is obtained by (4.14), which can be rewritten as

w
(l)
i = 1−

∑
g∈Ri

Pr(g) ≜ 1− P
(r)
i , (4.25)

where Ri = R(r0)
i ∪R(r1)

i .
Whether or not the instant walk graph belongs to Ri is determined by the use of an

algorithm similar to SIC. Since it is also a bipartite graph, SIC can be straightforwardly
applied to the walk graph. If the specified packet is retrieved, the instant graph is in Ri.
Now, let us denote the degree of user node i as di, and a universal set of walk graphs
as G. Furthermore, we define Gdi=a as a set of walk graphs that satisfy di = a. Then,
Algorithm I shows how to search all of the appropriate cases of ui for the arbitrary
number of M .

Using the algorithm, the theoretical PLR performance and consequently the through-
put performance can be derived for any number of BSs. This information is then used
to obtain the multi-access diversity gain. However, finding all the patterns where the
specified packet can be retrieved is NP-hard, and the algorithm requires an exhaustive
search over 3I candidate walk graph patterns. Specifically, for M = 4, the analysis
requires evaluation over 107 graphs, and the size increases to about 1014 when M = 5.
Hence, exact analyses involving cases of M > 4 would be impossible due to their
complexity. However, it is worth noting that we can utilize various search algorithms,
e.g. backtracking, to solve combinatorial search problems with low relatively complexity.

4.3.3 Approximated Analysis for General Case

In order to alleviate the exponential complexity of calculating the exact throughput
performance, we next derive the upper and lower throughput bounds for multiple BS
cooperation.

Upper Bound

With a single BS, the highest throughput performance is 1.0, which can be achieved
by TDMA2. Assuming a symmetric network with M BSs where the numbers of users
in every networks are same, the highest throughput performance is similarly M , which

2When a capture effect is available, multiple packets can be retrieved from a single time slot,
resulting in a throughput performance higher than 1.0[69].
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Table 4.1 Optimal target degrees for M ≤ 4.

M |S(ui)| = 1 |S(ui)| = 2 |S(ui)| = 3 |S(ui)| = 4 Peak Average
1 3.10 - - - 0.874 0.867
2 1.81 1.68 - - 1.676 1.673
3 1.11 0.94 0.78 - 2.366 2.363
4 0.69 0.52 0.46 0.46 2.940 2.936

can be achieved when there exists no users in the overlapped coverage area. This
idea yields a simple upper bound of the throughput performance as follows. Denote
by S1 the maximized throughput performance of frameless ALOHA with a single BS.
Specifically, it has been seen in previous chapter that frameless ALOHA asymptotically
achieves a throughput of about S1 = 0.87. Then, the throughput of frameless ALOHA
with multiple BS cooperation is upper-bounded as

Sc ≤ MS1. (4.26)

Using the upper bound of the throughput, the upper bound of the multi-access
diversity gain can be obtained by dividing (4.26) by the throughput performance of a
non-cooperative case obtained using (4.11).

Lower Bound

In order to obtain the lower throughput bound, we derive the upper PLR bound for
frameless ALOHA with cooperative multiple BSs by assuming a toy model as follows.
When focusing on the packet ui, only the retrieved packets of the users in ui are shared
among the BSs, not the packets of users in the other groups. This is equivalent to
ignoring the probability P

(r1)
i in (4.14). Hence, from the viewpoint of throughput,

this toy model is obviously inferior to the actual network model where multiple BS
cooperation is available. In the following paragraphs, we explain how the lower bound
of the throughput is derived by the upper bound of the PLR. The upper bound of the
PLR is obtained by bounding P

(r)
i from the lower side, where we use the lower bound

for a union probability, as proposed in [102], to reduce the resulting computational
complexity. Consider a union probability of n random variables, i.e., the probability
that at least one of n events, namely Ai, i ∈ [1, n], has occurred, which is represented
by Pr(

⋃n
i=1 Ai). Using a 1× n vector p = (Pr(A1), . . . ,Pr(An)) and an n× n square
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matrix Q = {Pr(Ai ∩ Aj)}, the union probability is lower-bounded as

Pr(
n⋃

i=1

Ai) ≥ pQ−1pt, (4.27)

where Q−1 is an inverse matrix of Q, and t denotes transposition [102].
We were motivated to employ the lower bound of (4.27) not only because it is

elegant, but also because it is more accurate than the well-known Bonferroni lower
bound. Consider applying the bound to the calculation of P (r)

i . The probability P
(r)
i

can be rewritten as the union probability, specifically

P
(r)
i = Pr(

⋃
j:sj∈S(ui)

ui is retrieved at sj). (4.28)

Then, we can apply the lower bound to the calculation of P (r)
i . Based on the toy

model introduced given above, the probability of the packet ui being retrieved at sj is
given by

P
(r)
i (sj) = ri

∏
k:uk∈U(sj)\{ui}

Rk, (4.29)

where P
(r)
i (sj) denotes the probability that the packet ui has been retrieved at sj,

and U(sj) is a set of user groups that has been set up so that all group users can
communicate with sj.

The probability corresponds to cases where the packet ui is retrieved at sj since
the packet is received without any collisions in the actual network model. It is obvious
that the bound ignores cases where the specified packet ui is retrieved after the packet
has collided. Moreover, based on the toy model, the joint probability corresponding to
cases where the packet ui is retrieved at both sj1 and sj2 is given by

P
(r)
i (sj1 , sj2) = ri

∏
k:uk∈U(sj1 )∪U(sj2 )\{ui}

Rk, (4.30)

where P (r)
i (sj1 , sj2) denotes the probability that the packet ui is retrieved at both sj1 and

sj2 . By substituting (4.29) and (4.30) into (4.27), where elements of p and diagonal
elements of Q are given by (4.29), and non-diagonal elements of Q are given by (4.30),
we can obtain the lower bound for P

(r)
i . Note that the size of Q is |S(ui)| × |S(ui)|,
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Table 4.2 Optimal target degrees for several networks.

Network type N1 N3 G1 G3 Peak Average
(a) 0 10,000 - 3.098 0.874 0.867
(b) 100 10,000 1.388 3.094 0.893 0.890
(c) 1,000 10,000 1.621 3.063 1.064 1.060
(d) 10,000 10,000 1.812 1.680 1.676 1.673
(e) 10,000 1,000 3.051 1.869 1.836 1.829
(f) 10,000 100 3.096 0.302 1.758 1.746
(g) 10,000 0 3.098 - 1.748 1.736

and none of the diagonal elements of Q are zero as long as Gi > 0. Using (4.29) and
(4.30), the upper PLR bound can be derived by lower-bounding P

(r)
i .

Thanks to the simplification of (4.29) and (4.30), an exhaustive search over 32
M−1

candidates in the exact analysis is replaced with only, at most, M(M + 1)/2 terms3.
On the other hand, the simplification may loosen the upper bound of the PLR. As
mentioned above, in order to obtain the exact PLR performance, all of the patterns
should be taken into account. Hence, if we want to make the bound tighter, we need
to consider more terms, which requires a larger computational cost, and it is hard to
formulate a tight bound at a low computational cost. However, the fact remains that
the upper bound of the PLR (i.e., the lower bound of the throughput) reveals the
guaranteed performance gain, and hence, the lower throughput bound is valuable.

4.4 Numerical Examples

In this section, we examine frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation and give
some numerical examples. Specifically, the optimization problem on target degrees,
which maximizes the average throughput, is introduced. The optimization problem is
based on the previously derived theoretical throughput expressions. Furthermore, the
performance improvement via multiple BS cooperation, namely multi-access diversity
gain, was evaluated, and it was revealed that the gain increases almost linearly as the
number of BSs increases. Moreover, frameless ALOHA using the optimized target
degrees is compared with a state-of-the-art random-access scheme that also uses multiple
BS cooperation, with the results showing that the optimized frameless ALOHA scheme

3The number of terms varies depending on how many BSs the specified user group can communicate
with. For ui, the number of terms is |S(ui)|(|S(ui)|+ 1)/2.
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significantly outperforms the conventional multiple BS cooperation scheme thanks to
the frameless structure and the exact analysis of PLR.

4.4.1 Target Degree Optimization

The throughput at the T -th time slot S(T ) has been defined as the fraction of retrieved
information packets and elapsed time slots, which is shown in (4.7). The equation
of (4.7) can be rewritten as S(T ) =

∑
i Ni(1 − pe,i(T ))/T . The average throughput

performance of the original (single-BS) frameless ALOHA peaks as the number of
time slots increases, and it has been shown that the actual throughput performance
converges to the theoretical performance as the number of users increases. Additionally,
the average throughput performance converges to the peak throughput value when
there is a sufficiently large number of users [67, 91]. Hence, in order to maximize the
average throughput, the optimization problem is formulated to find the target degree
vector Gopt = {G1,opt, . . . , GI,opt} which maximizes the peak throughput, that is

max
G

sup
T

S(T ) (4.31)

s.t. 1− pe(T
∗) > α, (4.32)

where T ∗ = arg supTS(T ).
Using the theoretical analysis of PLR, target degrees can be optimized for arbitrary

networks with an arbitrary number of BSs. Consider the target degree optimization
for networks with I = 2M − 1 user groups with M ≤ 4. The threshold is set to
α = 0.8 and the frame terminates when 80% of all the packets have been successfully
retrieved. Without the loss of generality, it is constrained that Gi = Gj for all i and
j such that |S(ui)| = |S(uj)|. The optimization problem is a multi-modal problem
with multiple target degrees to be optimized. In this chapter, the differential evolution
[89], which is regularly used to optimize the degree distribution of graph-based codes
such as LDPC codes [25], is employed to solve the problem. In the optimization
example, 300 candidates are used, 0.2 is used as the mutant factor, and the update
on candidates (generating mutants) are iterated 30 times. Details on the differential
evolution algorithm can be found in [89]. In the subsections below, we first study
optimization using several BS numbers while considering a symmetric network. Then,
in order to show the relationship between the number of users in each network and the
optimal target degrees, optimization for an asymmetric network is considered.
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Optimization for Symmetric Networks

First, let us consider symmetric networks where Ni = 104 for all i. Table 4.1 shows
the optimal target degrees and corresponding throughput performance for different BS
numbers, where “Peak” denotes the theoretical peak throughput, and “Average” denotes
the simulated average throughput performance. Note that achievable throughput with
M BSs is M , at most. In our computer simulation, we presumed that Ni = 104 for
each user group and confirmed that the theoretical peak throughput performance
coincides with the actual average throughput performance of the computer simulation.
The reason why the simulated performance values degrade slightly from theoretical
performance values is that the theoretical analysis assumes the number of graph nodes
to be infinite, so that the graph becomes typical. When multiple BSs exist in the
network, target degrees of user groups in overlapped areas become smaller than that
of the isolated user group. These results agree with the conclusion in [103], where it
is suggested that users in overlapped areas should not transmit too much. Moreover,
these results contradict the results of [87], where it is suggested that all the users
should transmit with an equal probability in the presence of an SIC with multiple
cooperating BSs. Throughput comparison with [87] will be discussed in Section 4.4.5.

Optimization for Asymmetric Networks

It may be of interest to note how the optimal target degrees and corresponding
throughput performance vary when the number of users in each group differs. To
clarify the discussion so far, let us consider networks with M = 2 BSs and consequently
I = 2M − 1 = 3 user groups. Specifically, u1, u2, and u3. Groups-1 and 2 are able to
communicate with BS-1 and 2 respectively, and u3 can communicate with both BSs.
Moreover, for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that N1 = N2 and G1 = G2 so that
we only need to mention N1, not both N1 and N2. We optimized target degrees for
several networks and listed the results in Table 4.2. We confirmed that theoretical
peak throughput performances agree with simulated average throughput performances.
In the following, the results are discussed in terms of two kinds of situations: N3 > N1

and N3 < N1.
When N3 > N1, where the number of users in the overlapped area is larger than that

of users in isolated area, the peak throughput performance degrades as N1 decreases.
This is natural because the network approaches single BS network, where all the users
can communicate with common BSs. Note that since network (a) is identical to a single
BS network, the optimal target degree and the peak throughput are also identical
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to the original frameless ALOHA. The optimal target degree of u3 approaches the
optimal value for single BS frameless ALOHA. i.e., 3.098, as N1 decreases. When
it comes to u1, the optimal target degree G1 is decreased in order to bring it into
balance with the increase of G3. This is necessary because if the users in u1 transmit
frequently, the channel would become saturated and the SIC process would be stacked.
Hence, in order to a achieve high throughput performance, the optimal G1 must be
decreased as the optimal G3 in N3 > N1 is increased, As in the discussion above, when
N3 < N1, the optimal target degree of u1 approaches the optimal target degree of the
original frameless ALOHA as N3 decreases. In the most extreme case, i.e., network
(g), the optimal target degree is identical to the original frameless ALOHA, and the
peak throughput is twice that of the original frameless ALOHA. Interestingly, the
peak throughput values of networks (e) and (f) are both higher than that of (g). This
is because packets transmitted from users in overlapped areas may be retrieved by
other BSs while the average traffic load at each BS is the same as that for a single BS
frameless ALOHA with an optimized target degree. An observation we can obtain
here is that the number of users affects the throughput improvement via multiple BS
cooperation. It is especially noteworthy that the existence of some users in overlapped
areas increases rather than degrades throughput performance.

4.4.2 Comparison with Some Simple Schemes

We further show how much performance improvement is achieved by the proposed
frameless ALOHA compared to non-cooperative frameless ALOHA schemes. For
comparison purposes, two simple transmission schemes employing frameless ALOHA
are considered while supposing that M = 2. Without loss of generality, let us consider
again symmetric networks.

The simplest case is perfect separation, where each BS has its own frame. First,
the users in u1 and a portion of the users in u3, namely u3,1 with N3,1 users, transmit
packets to s1 with frameless ALOHA. Then, after the frame of s1, the users in u2 and
the remaining users in u3, namely u3,2 with N3,2 users such that N3,1 + N3,2 = N3,
transmit to s2. Perfect separation is equivalent to a frequency division model, where
each BS uses its own frequency band.

Another case is simultaneous transmission, where all of the users transmit in the
same frame while BSs retrieve packets without multiple BS cooperation. These two
candidates use the optimal target degree G = 3.098, which is designed for M = 1, since
BSs do not cooperate.
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Fig. 4.5 Comparison of throughput performance of frameless ALOHA with multiple
BS cooperation, perfect separation, and simultaneous transmission. Frameless ALOHA
with multiple BS cooperation uses the optimized target degree, while simultaneous
transmission and perfect separation uses identical target degree of G = 3.09.

Figure 4.5 shows the throughput performance of each scheme. Simultaneous
transmission performs better than perfect separation because its features allow user
in u1 and u2 to transmit simultaneously without interfering with each other and
without any performance degradation. However, when combined with multiple BS
cooperation and optimized target degrees, frameless ALOHA exhibits a throughput
performance that is clearly higher than simultaneous transmission. An important
observation to keep in mind is that the use of multiple cooperating BSs significantly
improves the throughput performance due to the existence of multi-access diversity
gain, which exploits the overlapped coverage areas. Furthermore, in the presence
of SIC and multiple BS cooperation, coverage overlapping improves the throughput
performance because of multi-access diversity gain, which is in contradiction to the
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results in the classic multiple BS random access literature [103, 104]. However, it
should also be noted that this contradiction arises because the literature had not
yet considered interference cancellation, and the previously given advice that users
in overlapped areas should be separated remains partially sound because excessive
overlapping decreases throughput performance. Therefore, it can be concluded that,
when multiple BS cooperation is available, multiple cells should be merged to facilitate
maximum performance, rather than keeping each cell separate. We also examined
multi-access diversity gain from the viewpoint of theoretical analysis. Recall that the
main difference between cooperative and non-cooperative analysis is the calculation of
w

(l)
i . From (4.14), the probability w

(l)
i consists of two components: P (r0)

i and P
(r1)
i . In

particular, the latter term corresponds to the probability that packets can be retrieved
thanks to multiple BS cooperation, which cancels colliding packets. This is the exact
outcome desired from multiple BS cooperation, and it is predicted that P (r1)

i contributes
significantly to multi-access diversity gain. Figure 4.6 shows the evolution of P (r0)

1 and
P

(r1)
1 in the iterative calculation of w(l)

1 and x
(l)
1 , supposing that M = 3. Note that

the resulting PLR decreases as P
(r0)
i and P

(r1)
i increase, which is obvious from (4.14).

Interestingly, in contrast to the prediction, P (r0)
i plays a more important role than

P
(r1)
i . Another important result of multiple BS cooperation is that packet sharing

among BSs cancels more packets than in the non-cooperative case, thereby resulting in
more singleton slots. When multiple BS cooperation is not available, each BS locally
performs the SIC, as previously elucidated. In contrast, with cooperation, the SIC
is performed jointly among BSs, thereby leading to the efficient retrieval of packets
from overlapped areas. The idea is similar to the diversity techniques of a physical
layer. One insight we can report here is that the gain is available as long as multiple
cooperative BSs exist.

4.4.3 Evaluation of Multi-Access Diversity Gain

It has been confirmed that multiple BS cooperation enhances throughput performance
more than separated-BS systems. Using (4.8), we will now examine how the multi-
access diversity gain varies with M . Note that Snc corresponds to the throughput of
simultaneous transmission in the previous subsection, since simultaneous transmission
achieves higher throughput than perfect separation.

In Fig. 4.7, the multi-access diversity gain Γ is depicted as a function of the number
of BSs M , as well as the lower and upper bounds. The lower and upper bounds are
given in Section 4.3.3. Note that target degrees used to obtain the lower bound are
optimized point-by-point using the PLR upper bound. We confirmed that our proposed
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theoretical analysis shows good agreement with the results of computer simulations.
Due to computational costs, exact theoretical analysis and computer simulation results
have only been obtained for M ≤ 4. Although the upper bound is simple, we can obtain
a meaningful insight that the achievable gain is at most linear. This is important, since
the achievable limitation of the multiple BS cooperation is explicitly shown and we
do not have to discover parameters such that the throughput is higher than MS1. In
other words, the upper bound can be seen as a capacity of the frameless ALOHA with
multiple BS cooperation; the bound is an extreme goal which the system can achieve.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that the increasing rate of the gain is maximized when
the target degrees are optimized.

We also determined that the lower bound given by (4.27)–(4.30) is not tight.
Although the bound is based on the lower bound of union probability, we can also make
lower bounds by calculating (4.25) using an arbitrary subset Qi ⊂ Ri instead of Ri. At
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Fig. 4.7 Multi-access diversity gain Γ as a function of the number of BSs M . In
theoretical analysis and simulation, the optimized target degrees are used for each
point.

that point, the accuracy of the bound can be controlled by the size of Qi. The bound
becomes identical to the exact analysis when Qi = Ri, and the accuracy degrades as
the size of Qi decreases. However, as the number of BSs increases, producing accurate
bounds requires enormous computational complexity. To this end, an affordable option
is to use the matrix-based bound as the lower-bound of throughput performance for
frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation. Although the lower bound is not tight,
the bound is remarkable since the bound strictly exceeds 1.0; we can always increase
the throughput performance by multiple BS cooperation, and it is guaranteed that the
throughput performance never degrades by the cooperation. This is a motivational
insight, since we can obtain higher throughput gain as we deploy larger number of BSs.
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It may be interesting to study how the multi-access diversity gain varies when the
number of users in each group differs. For comparison purposes, we focus on three
networks picked from Table 4.2: (c) N1 = N2 = 103, N3 = 104, (d) N1 = N2 = N3 = 104,
and (e) N1 = N2 = 104, N3 = 103. Recall that the gain of the symmetric network
(d) is Γ = 1.26. In network-(e), where the number of users in the overlapped area
is smaller than the number of isolated users, Sc = 1.84, Snc = 1.66, and Γ = 1.11.
The gain is smaller than that of the symmetrical network, meaning that the effect of
multiple BS cooperation is slightly less than that of the symmetrical network. This is
natural because the number of users that can be retrieved via multiple BS cooperation
is smaller than can be retrieved by the symmetrical network. On the other hand,
in network-(c), where the number of users in the overlapped area is larger than the
number of isolated users, Sc = 1.06, Snc = 0.97, and Γ = 1.09. The gain also decreases
in comparison to the case of the symmetrical network because most of the users in the
network belong to the overlapped area, which means that the network performance
approaches that of a single BS case.

4.4.4 Effect of System Parameters

In this section, the effect of system parameters, i.e., the number of users and the
threshold, on the optimal target degree and multi-access diversity gain is discussed.

Effect of the Number of Users

The effect of the asymmetric network has been discussed previously. Note that the
optimal target degree is affected by the ratio of the number of users in each group, but
not the specific number of users. That is to say, the resulting optimal target degrees
will be the same for two cases where Ni = 104 for all i and Ni = 105 for all i, as long as
the number of users in each group is sufficiently large. If the number of users is small,
then the assumption of density evolution that guarantees that the degree distribution
of the graph is typical does not hold, leading to incorrect results4.

Effect of Threshold α

Recall that α is the packet retrieval ratio required to finish the transmission frame. If
α is too low, then the results would be equivalent to considering only the achieved
throughput performance, but not the resulting PLR. Such optimization obviously
results in unfair target degrees, which means that some user groups cannot deliver their

4Finite length analysis for frameless ALOHA can be found in [70].
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Fig. 4.8 The network model for δ = 2.

packets to the BSs. On the other hand, optimization with too high an α yields poor
throughput performance because frameless ALOHA uses probabilistic transmission,
which leads to an error floor. That is, if we set the threshold at an extremely high
value such as α = 1.0− 10−5, obviously the frame length T must be large enough to
achieve the required PLR, thereby resulting in decreased throughput performance.

Although the design of a practically optimal α was investigated in [68], our primary
interest is to theoretically design and analyze the system. Thus, detailed discussions
about parameters, e.g., at what value should α be practically set in order to achieve a
high throughput, are beyond the scope of this chapter. Moreover, it is worth noting
that α can be designed independently for each group, leading to the design considering
the fairness of user groups; system can be designed so as to achieve the desired PLR
for each group.
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4.4.5 Comparison with State-of-the-Art

A framed ALOHA protocol employing multiple BS cooperation and SIC, named spatio-
temporal cooperation, was proposed in [87], and to the best of our knowledge, that
scheme remains the state-of-the-art random access structure involving multiple BS
cooperation. In this section, we have shown that our proposed frameless ALOHA
with multiple BS cooperation achieves a higher throughput performance than spatio-
temporal cooperation. In spatio-temporal cooperation, each user selects a temporal
degree s according to a degree distribution Λ = (Λ1, · · · ,Λsmax) at the beginning of the
frame, where Λs is the probability that the degree s is selected, and the maximum
degree is denoted by smax.

The frame length is fixed a priori so that the user with the degree s transmits s

times during the frame. Each user’s transmission is heard by multiple BSs, and the
average spatial degree δ is defined as the average number of BSs that can receive a
packet from the user. Upon transmission, the BSs attempt to retrieve the transmitted
packets using SIC, and successfully retrieved packets are shared among all the BSs. In
[87], the degree distribution is optimized for some δ.

In order to compare our proposed frameless ALOHA with spatio-temporal coopera-
tion, let us consider the network of δ = 2, as shown in Fig. 4.8. For δ = 2, the optimal
degree distribution given in [87] is Λ∗

2 = 1, which means that all the users transmit
two times during the frame. The optimal target degrees of frameless ALOHA for the
network can be obtained by the optimization problem given in (4.31), in which we
need to optimize target degrees G1, G2, G3, G4, and G7. Since u1 and u2 are symmetric
with s1 and s2, i.e., both groups are connected to a single BS that the users in u4 and
u7 attempt to use simultaneously, it is assumed that G1 = G2.

The obtained optimal target degrees are (G1, G3, G4, G7) = (1.42, 1.30, 0.47, 2.33).
For comparison purposes, the normalized throughput performance versus the normalized
load is evaluated for both schemes. The normalized load G is given by dividing the
number of users in the network by the number of time slots and BSs, that is

G ≜
N

MT
. (4.33)

Normalized throughput S(G) is given by dividing throughput by the number of
BSs, that is

S(G) ≜

∑
i Ni(1− pe,i(T ))

MT
. (4.34)
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Fig. 4.9 Average PLR performance of frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation
and spatio-temporal cooperation for the network model shown in Fig. 4.8.

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show, respectively, the normalized throughput performance and
the average PLR performance of frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation and
spatio-temporal cooperation obtained via computer simulations. The PLR performance
of frameless ALOHA is lower-bounded by the probability that the user never transmits
in the frame, given by

peLB
(T ) =

I∑
i=1

Ni

N
(1− pi)

T . (4.35)

It is worth noting that the PLR performance suddenly drops at approximately
G = 0.8. The steep fall is called a waterfall region, and is a representative characteristic
of a belief propagation (BP) decoder [23], and the SIC process can be interpreted as a
BP decoder for binary erasure channels (BEC). Frameless ALOHA with multiple BS
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cooperation and spatio-temporal cooperation for the network model shown in Fig. 4.8.

cooperation using the aforementioned optimized target degrees beats spatio-temporal
cooperation from the viewpoint of both throughput and PLR in a practical area
0.5 ≤ G ≤ 0.8. Our observations show that our proposed scheme is capable of bearing
a heavier load, and thus can achieve a higher throughput performance, i.e., while
the performance of spatio-temporal cooperation degrades after the point of G = 0.55,
frameless ALOHA with the optimal target degrees achieves a high throughput until
the load reaches the point of G = 0.75. Due to the approximation in the analysis of
spatio-temporal cooperation, the conventional scheme can only assign a single degree
distribution to all the users. In contrast, frameless ALOHA with our proposed analysis
can employ different transmission probabilities for each user group, which means that
our proposed scheme outperforms the conventional scheme.
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For the area with a smaller load that is G < 0.5, frameless ALOHA has worse PLR
performance than spatio-temporal cooperation. However, the throughput performance
of frameless ALOHA is almost the same as that of spatio-temporal cooperation because
the PLR gap in the region is lower than 10−2. In the heavier load area, i.e., G > 0.8,
the proposed frameless ALOHA performs worse than spatio-temporal cooperation. This
is because the saturated channel makes the offered load too heavy to carry out random
access schemes. The comparison here, however, has fixed the number of time slots
for both frameless ALOHA and conventional schemes, even though frameless ALOHA
adaptively determines the number of time slots. In other words, frameless ALOHA
always adjusts the channel load to the optimal point where the peak throughput
is achieved by its frameless structure. Specifically, frameless ALOHA adaptively
determines its frame length so as to retrieve sufficiently large number of users by
terminating the frame when the number of retrieved users exceeds the a priori given
threshold. This means that the protocol finishes when peak throughput is achieved.
Moreover, thanks to the exact throughput analysis utilized in the optimization process,
our proposed frameless ALOHA has a peak throughput performance which is higher
than the average throughput performance of the conventional scheme. Thus, we can
say that our frameless ALOHA scheme outperforms a state-of-the-art random access
structure for use with multiple BS cooperation.

4.5 Comparison with E-ZDFA

Finally, we compare frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation against Enhanced
ZigZag decodable frameless ALOHA (E-ZDFA) proposed in the previous chapter. From
the viewpoint of the throughput, recalling that E-ZDFA improves the average through-
put by 5%, multiple BS cooperation largely improves the throughput performance,
e.g., the throughput is improved by 80% if four BSs are available. Hence, it can be
concluded that frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation exhibits much higher
throughput than E-ZDFA. However, yet still with the single base station, E-ZDFA
is considered to be an efficient protocol. Moreover, E-ZDFA has several advantages
than multiple BS cooperation. Thanks to the ZD, the BS can retrieve more packets
than the original frameless ALOHA (and frameless ALOHA with multiple BS coopera-
tion) before reaching the waterfall region. This feature is useful to realize low-latency
communication, as frameless ALOHA without ZD can only retrieve less users before
the waterfall region. Furthermore, E-ZDFA can lower the error floor by increasing
the transmission probability, which is accomplished by acknowledging the retrieval of
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users. We can conclude that multiple BS cooperation can achieve higher throughput
performance than E-ZDFA, while E-ZDFA has several advantages on reliability.

4.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we examined frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation and
showed how much performance improvement is achievable by defining the multi-access
diversity gain. An exact theoretical analysis of the throughput performance was given,
along with a simple lower bound. Theoretical analysis was used to optimize target
degrees so that the achievable throughput could be maximized. Numerical examples
have shown that the multi-access diversity gain monotonically increases as the number
of BSs increases. Specifically, while E-ZDFA can improve the throughput performance
by 5% compared with the original frameless ALOHA, multiple BS cooperation can
improve the throughput performance by 80%.

This chapter contributes to throughput improvement of multiple access networks
with multiple cooperative BSs. As cellular network utilizes multiple BS cooperation,
WLANs and WSNs are considered to employ cooperative BSs in near future. Our
proposed frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation definitely exhibits better
throughput performance than conventional schemes, and the analysis is useful to design
transmission probability of users in arbitrary type of networks.



Chapter 5

ZigZag Decodable Frameless ALOHA
with Multiple Base Station
Cooperation

We have proposed two modifications of frameless ALOHA schemes, namely E-ZDFA and
frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation. Both proposals are shown to achieve
higher throughput performance than conventional schemes; E-ZDFA outperforms
the original frameless ALOHA while lowering the error floor, and the multiple BS
cooperation attains positive throughput gain as the number of BSs increases. Moreover,
these schemes are not exclusive, but they can be combined together.

In this chapter, these two schemes are jointed so as to further increase the through-
put performance, yielding a scheme named ZigZag decodable frameless ALOHA with
multiple BS cooperation (ZDFA-coop). ZD, which resolves collision of two packets, is
also useful to improve the throughput performance in the multiple BS scenario. Suppos-
ing a simple network consisting of two BSs, we evaluate the throughput performance
of ZDFA-coop via computer simulation, and it is revealed that ZDFA-coop achieves
higher throughput performance than frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation.

Finally, we compare ZDFA-coop with conventional coded ALOHA schemes in
a practical environment, where the number of users fluctuates so that BSs cannot
track the precise number of active (contending) users. Numerical results show that
our proposed scheme outperforms competitors in terms of the achieved throughput
performance. It is also revealed that the framed scheme with the optimized degree
distribution causes an outage, where the throughput highly degrades so that only a
small fraction of users can be retrieved.
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Fig. 5.1 Network model.

5.1 System Model

Let us consider a network with N users and two BSs, where the BSs are connected
via a backhaul network, as shown in Fig. 5.1. Users are categorized into three groups
depending on which BS(s) they are able to communicate with. Similarly with Chapter
4, ui denotes the i-th user group, and sj denotes BS-j, where i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and j ∈ {1, 2}.
Specifically, in case of a network with two BSs, users in u1 and u2 can communicate
only with s1 and s2, respectively, and users in u3 can communicate with both BSs. Time
slots comprise two kinds of subslots, i.e., uplink subslot (US) and downlink subslot
(DS), similarly with the model in Chapter 3. Users transmit their packets in the US,
and the BS broadcasts feedback signal to the following DS. Upon transmission, slots
are organized into a frame. Users are assumed to have one packet at the start of a
frame, and no new packets are generated during the frame.

The BS is assumed to be able to distinguish the following conditions for each time
slot:

(a) No users have transmitted.

(b) Only one user has transmitted, i.e., the time slot is a singleton.

(c) Two users have transmitted and collided.

(d) Three or more users have transmitted and packets have collided.

This is realized by supposing that each packet contains a unique word, which identifies
the transmitter.
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5.2 Transmission Based on Enhanced ZigZag Decod-
able Frameless ALOHA

In ZDFA-coop, users transmit their packets based on E-ZDFA protocol, which has
been introduced in Chapter 3. Let T denote the present time slot. At every slot,
each user in ui decides whether or not to transmit the packet, based on the following
transmission probability

p =
Gi

Ni −N
(T )
ret,i

, (5.1)

where N
(T )
ret,i is the number of users that have stopped retransmission. In E-ZDFA, users

are able to exactly estimate the number of such users by observing the feedback signal
from the BS. However, in ZDFA-coop, users cannot exactly track N

(T )
ret,i, as there are

multiple user groups; even when users knows that two packets are retrieved at the BS,
they cannot know which user group the retrieved packets have been transmitted from.
To this end, users in ui approximately estimate N

(T )
ret,i as follows:

• If sj has retrieved one packet, N (T )
ret,i is increased by Ni/

∑
n:un∈U(sj)

Nu.

• If sj has retrieved two packets, N (T )
ret,i is increased by 2Ni/

∑
n:un∈U(sj)

Nu.

In other words, each user in ui increases N (T )
ret,i by the probability of the user in ui being

retrieved. For instance, when a symmetric network, where Ni = Nj∀i ̸= j, N (T )
ret,i is

increased by 0.5 upon single user being retrieved, and N
(T )
ret,i is increased by 1.0 upon

two users being retrieved. If we need to specify the group which the retrieved packet
has been transmitted from, additional overhead should be included in the feedback
signal, where the size of required feedback increases exponentially with the number of
BS. Due to this reason, we do not specify the group which the retrieved packet has
been transmitted from.

Upon receiving packets, BSs check whether the number of retrieved packets attains
the threshold. Let us suppose that BSs terminate the frame when ⌊αN⌋ packets are
retrieved in the network, where α ∈ (0, 1]. In ZDFA-coop, similarly with E-ZDFA, each
BS broadcasts a feedback signal to inform users about the following four conditions:

1. The transmitted packet(s) is (are) retrieved.

2. Two packets are collided, and the corresponding users are required to retransmit.

3. The frame is ended as the desired PLR has been achieved at the BS.
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Fig. 5.2 Flowchart for processes at each BS.

4. The frame is continued as the desired PLR has not been achieved.

The BSs would send different feedback signal, except for the third feedback.

5.3 Combination of ZigZag Decoding and Multiple
Base Station Cooperation

BSs jointly perform ZD, SIC, and packet sharing. Figure 5.2 depicts the processes at
each BS. If the present transmission was required in the previous slot for ZD, the BS
performs ZD. Otherwise, each BS firstly performs the predictive-canceling introduced
in Chapter 3. Then, BSs cooperatively perform SIC, where retrieved packets are shared
among BSs. Upon retrieving packets, the BS decides which feedback to transmit,
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u1 u2 u3

s1 s2

Fig. 5.3 An example of transmission of users. Although two packets are received at s1,
one of them can be canceled so that s1 does not have to require the retransmission of
the packet.

considering the number of retrieved packets, the resulted degree of the present slot, and
whether or not the packet(s) transmitted at the current slot has (have) been retrieved.

It is worth noting that the retransmission of packets for ZD occurs only when
two packets remain unretrieved after SIC and packet sharing among BSs. Figure 5.3
shows an example of packet reception at two BSs, where two packets are received at
s1, while s2 receives one packet. Suppose that BSs have not retrieved any packets
before receiving these packets. In E-ZDFA, which presumes only single BS, the BS
sends the feedback signal which requires immediate retransmission of the users upon
receiving collided packet with two transmitters. However, in the case of Fig. 5.3, the
packet transmitted from the user of u2 can be retrieved at s2, so that s1 can cancel the
packet from the received signal. Hence, the collision of two packets are resolved, and
s1 does not require users to immediately retransmit the packet, which would result
in suppression of additional slots and increase of throughput. By combining ZD and
multiple BS cooperation, ZDFA-coop has the potential to improve the throughput
performance than frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation.

5.4 Numerical Example

5.4.1 Comparison with Frameless ALOHA with Multiple BS
Cooperation

In this section, we evaluate the throughput performance of ZDFA-coop via computer
simulation. Similarly with Chapter 4, the throughput S(T ) is defined as the fraction
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Fig. 5.4 Throughput performance of ZDFA-coop. Both schemes use target degree of
G1 = 1.83 and G = 1.68.

of successfully retrieved packets and time slots, and is given by

S(T ) ≜
Nret(T )

T
, (5.2)

where Nret(T ) denotes the number of retrieved packets within T slots.
For the sake of simplicity, a symmetric network is considered, where N1 = N2 = N3.

The optimized target degrees derived in Chapter 4, namely G1 = 1.83 and G3 = 1.68

are used. Figure 5.4 shows the throughput performance of ZDFA-coop obtained via
computer simulation. For comparison, throughput performance of frameless ALOHA
with multiple BS cooperation, which has been shown in Chapter 4, is also plotted.
Obviously, ZDFA-coop outperforms frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation in
terms of the average throughput performance thanks to ZD. However, the throughput
performance of ZDFA-coop has not been maximized yet; there is a room for further
improvement of throughput performance. Unfortunately, with E-ZDFA, conventional
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Table 5.1 Comparison of average throughput and variance.

Scheme ZDFA-coop IRSA spatio-temporal cooperation
Average throughput 1.693 1.514 1.309

Variance of throughput 1.4× 10−3 6.3× 10−2 2.7× 10−3

density evolution cannot be used to calculate the PLR performance of ZDFA-coop, as
degree distributions and the transmission probability dynamically vary. The results
revealed in this section confirm that ZD can improve the throughput performance than
frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation, even if the same target degrees are
used.

5.4.2 Evaluation with a Practical Situation

Problem Set-up

Finally, we compare the throughput performance of ZDFA-coop with that of IRSA [57],
[63] and spatio-temporal cooperation [87], with a practical situation, where the number
of active users fluctuates. A network with two BSs and three user groups, is considered
as shown in Fig. 5.1, where the number of users in each group is a random variable
following i.i.d. Poisson distribution with mean N̄ . For the sake of simplicity, the mean
for each group is assumed to be identical. BSs assumes that each group always contains
N̄ users; in case of ZDFA-coop, the transmission probability is calculated using N̄ ,
while the frame length of spatio-temporal cooperation and IRSA is determined based
on N̄ . Similarly with Chapter 3, the degree distribution of IRSA is given by

L(x) =0.494155x2 + 0.159085x3 + 0.107372x4 + 0.070336x5 + 0.045493x6

+ 0.019898x7 + 0.024098x11 + 0.008636x12 + 0.005940x13 + 0.008749x15

+ 0.002225x18 + 0.001261x20 + 0.002607x22 + 0.008092x23 + 0.002287x24

+ 0.012274x25 + 0.002530x26 + 0.003094x27 + 0.002558x28 + 0.005891x29

+ 0.013419x30,

and the degree distribution of spatio-temporal cooperation is L(x) = x2, similarly with
Chapter 4.
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Fig. 5.5 Cumulative histogram of throughput. The average number of users is 1000.
ZDFA-coop uses the target degree of (G1, G3) = (1.83, 1.68), while IRSA and spatio-
temporal cooperation use the optimized degree distributions. IRSA is observed to
cause low throughput with non-negligible probability.

Throughput Performance

Supposing that N̄ = 1000, average throughput performance of each scheme is evaluated
via computer simulation. Table 5.1 shows the average throughput and the variance of
throughput. Note that, for IRSA and spatio-temporal cooperation, the frame length
which yields the highest throughput with fixed number of users is used. Even with the
biased frame length, ZDFA-coop is observed to achieve better performance than the
other schemes. When it comes to the variance, while ZDFA-coop and spatio-temporal
cooperation achieves similar values, IRSA has remarkably high variance.

Figure 5.5 shows the cumulative histogram of the throughput of each scheme. It
can be observed that IRSA has long tail, which corresponds to very low throughput,
e.g., approximately 0.2. Such event occurs because of channel saturation, where the
frame length is too small to retrieve all the users. On the other hand, spatio-temporal
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cooperation, which is also a framed scheme, does not have such tail. This is because
spatio-temporal cooperation has larger margin for the channel traffic, while IRSA with
the sophisticated degree distribution has less margin.

5.5 Chapter Summary

We proposed ZDFA-coop, where E-ZDFA and frameless ALOHA with multiple BS
cooperation was jointed together. ZD and multiple BS cooperation were shown to
perform together so as to enhance the throughput performance than frameless ALOHA
with multiple BS cooperation. Furthermore, numerical examples revealed that ZDFA-
coop exhibits higher throughput than conventional schemes even in the presence
of fluctuating traffic. Therefore, we conclude that this chapter contributes to the
establishment of random access protocol that is suitable for next-generation wireless
communications.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and Open Issues

Finally, this chapter concludes this dissertation, while addressing some open issues.

6.1 Conclusion

In Chapter 1, we reviewed the advance in wireless communication systems, especially
in physical layer techniques, which motivated us to design MAC protocol. The problem
was how can we efficiently accommodate massive number of wireless users, while in
practice the demand would be fluctuating. To this end, frameless ALOHA can deal
with the fluctuating demand, achieving moderate throughput performance with the
aid of SIC. We were then motivated to propose random access protocols suitable for
next-generation wireless communication, which involves following requirements:

• Massive number of users should be accommodated.

• High throughput should be achieved even with fluctuating demand.

• Communications should be reliable, i.e., sufficiently high fraction of packets
should be retrieved at the receiver.

In advance of the proposals, conventional frameless ALOHA was reviewed in
Chapter 2. Based on the theoretical analysis using density evolution, we proposed
an optimization scheme for transmission probability to maximize the throughput
performance, where the peak throughput was maximized so as to maximize the average
throughput. The optimization policy was based on the observation that the theoretical
waterfall in the PLR performance can be reproduced in practical situation as the number
of users increases, and it was confirmed that the average throughput approached the
peak throughput.
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In Chapter 3, we considered introducing ZD into frameless ALOHA, leading to
the proposal of E-ZDFA. Although ZD can resolve collisions of two packets, it was
clarified that the straightforward application of ZD yielded worse throughput and
higher error floor, due to additional time slots. We then modified the protocol with
additional feedback from the BS, where users retrieved via ZD or received without
collision were required to halt following retransmission in order to suppress collisions.
Moreover, as the number of contending users decreases, the transmission probability of
users was adaptively increased. Numerical examples revealed that E-ZDFA improved
the throughput performance by 5% than the conventional frameless ALOHA, while
lowering the error floor.

To alleviate additional complexity at the BS, we focused on multiple BS network
and proposed frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation in Chapter 4. Users were
classified into multiple groups depending on which BSs the user can communicate with,
and different transmission probabilities were given for different user groups. We derived
the exact PLR expressions, which was used to optimize transmission probabilities.
Moreover, as the computational complexity of the exact analysis exponentially increases
with the number of BSs, simple upper and lower bound for the throughput performance
have been given, revealing that the performance gain monotonically increases as
the number of BSs increases. Employing optimized throughput probabilities, we
revealed that frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation improved the throughput
performance by 80% than the original frameless ALOHA with four BSs.

Finally, two proposals, namely E-ZDFA and frameless ALOHA with multiple BS
cooperation, were jointed to propose ZDFA-coop in Chapter 5. It was revealed that
ZDFA-coop outperformed frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation in terms
of the average throughput. Furthermore, supposing practical environment where the
channel traffic fluctuated, ZDFA-coop was compared with conventional IRSA and spatio-
temporal cooperation. We confirmed that ZDFA-coop exhibited higher throughput
than conventional schemes, while achieving the lowest variance of throughput.

Our proposed schemes are undoubtedly satisfy the requirements mentioned earlier,
achieving better throughput than conventional schemes. Moreover, the results shown
in this dissertation have wide range of applications. For instance, factory automation
would employ large number of wireless devises that control machines or collect a variety
of data. High throughput performance of E-ZDFA will realize rapid control of machines
or high efficiency of data collection. Smart home would be equipped with multiple
access points, where frameless ALOHA with multiple BS cooperation or ZDFA-coop
can be used so as to realize high connectivity without any stress of communication
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failure. We believe that our proposals can contribute to the design of next-generation
multiple access protocols.

6.2 Open Issues

In the dissertation, we have been considering to improve the MAC protocol to enhance
the throughput performance. In addition to our discussion, following issues are still
opened.

6.2.1 Derivation of Theoretical PLR Expression for E-ZDFA
and Generalization

Because of retransmission canceling and transmission probability updating, density
evolution analysis cannot be applied to E-ZDFA and ZDFA-coop. In order to exactly
track the behavior of PLR, dynamic behavior of degree distribution should be tracked.
Another way to analyze the system is to derive some approximation for the PLR,
instead of the exact analytical expression. Analytical expressions would be used to
theoretically optimize the transmission probability so as to maximize the throughput
performance.

Furthermore, the analysis for cases where ZD can retrieve three or more colliding
packets would be interesting, where k colliding packets can be retrieved from k received
signals including the same colliding packets. Such enhancement may increase the
throughput, while the the procedure to retrieve three or more packets via ZD is
identical to the case of collision of two packets.

6.2.2 Exploiting Power-Domain Interference Cancellation

While we have assumed equal received power for all the packets, the assumption is
the worst case scenario, where collided packets cannot be retrieved unless using ZD.
However, in practice, received power of collided signals are different, so that capture
effect [69] is available, where the colliding signal with the highest received power is
retrievable by regarding the other colliding signals as noise. Moreover, random access
protocols with power-control has been studied so as to resolve collision exploiting
difference between power of colliding signals.[105]. Recent trend in such topic would
be studies on NOMA-aided design of ALOHA [106]. As frameless ALOHA can control
the transmission probability, as we demonstrated in E-ZDFA, it would be interesting
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to design the probability so as to promote the retrieval of packets via power-domain
interference cancellation.

6.2.3 Memory-Constrained Scenario

Inter-slot SIC requires the BS to store all the received signals, where the number of
received signals required to retrieve sufficiently large fraction of packets would linearly
increase as the number of users. Therefore, the BS should equip large memory to store
huge number of received signals. At this point, discussion for memory-constrained
scenario, where the number of packets that can be stored at the BS is limited, would
be important for practical implementation.

6.2.4 Delay-Constrained Design

As well as the throughput, the delay is an important metric for random access protocols
[107]. The PLR performance of SIC has waterfall region; in other words, until reaching
the waterfall, only a few packets can be retrieved, which results in large delay for
most users. In order to achieve low-latency, we would need to consider the design of
random access protocol taking into account the delay. This could be related to the
memory-constrained scenario.

6.2.5 Energy-Conscious Design

We have mainly focused on the increase of throughput performance, without considering
power consumption of users and BSs. On the other hand, as IoT is expected to
accommodate huge number of wireless devises, the power consumption should be
suppressed [108, 109]. Another option is to use energy harvesting techniques, which
enable users to communicate for longer life time [110]. There should be a tradeoff
between total power consumption and throughput performance, and hence, the design
of the random access protocol considering both energy consumption (and the amount
of harvested energy) and throughput would be an important topic.

6.2.6 Cooperative Transmission of Users

While we have considered the cooperation of BSs, users may perform cooperative
transmission with the aid of feedback from the BS [111], [112]. Conventional cooperative
transmission has been aimed at obtaining diversity gain by referring channel information
of each user. Moreover, most of existing works do not consider SIC, i.e., only slotted
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ALOHA or framed ALOHA has been focused on, an exception is the work by Missaoui
et al. [113], where collided packets are jointly estimated, while inter-slot SIC has not
been taken into account. Hence, there is a possibility to achieve higher throughput or
lower PLR than non-cooperative transmission, by introducing the cooperation of users
with the aid of inter-slot SIC.
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